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Suitability of Tile-Based Rendering for
Low-Power 3D Graphics Accelerators

Iosif ANTOCHI

Abstract

I
n this dissertation, we address low-power high performance 3D graphics
accelerator architectures. The purpose of these accelerators is to relieve
the burden of graphical computations from the main processor and also to

achieve a better energy efficiency than can be achieved by executing these com-
putations on the main processor. Since external data trafficis a major source
of power consumption and because usually the rasterizationstage of the 3D
graphics pipeline requires the highest amount of data traffic, in this disserta-
tion we especially focus on this stage of the graphics pipeline. Another reason
for focusing on the rasterization stage is that it requires more processing power
than the other stages because the operations are pixel-based. A promising tech-
nique to reduce the external data traffic in the rasterization stage of the graphics
pipeline is tile-based rendering. This technique decomposes a scene into tiles
and renders the tiles one by one. This allows the color components and z val-
ues of one tile to be stored in small, on-chip buffers, so thatonly the pixels
visible in the final scene need to be stored in the external framebuffer. Tile-
based accelerators, however, require large scene buffers to store the primitives
to be rendered. While there have been studies related to the tile-based ren-
dering paradigm for high performance systems, we are specifically discussing
the suitability of tile-based 3D graphics accelerators forlow-power devices. In
order to evaluate various low-power 3D graphics architectures we first present
GraalBench, a set of 3D graphics workloads representative for contemporary
and emerging mobile devices. Furthermore, we propose several scene and
state management algorithms for tile-based renderers. Thereafter, we analyze
the performance of tile-based renderers compared to that oftraditional render-
ers and we also determine the influence of the tile size on the amount of the
data-traffic required for the rasterization stage of a tile-based renderer. In order
to reduce even more the data traffic between the main memory and graphics
accelerators, and to exploit the high temporal and spatial locality of texture
accesses, we have also investigated several cache structures. Our results show
that the proposed algorithms for tile-based renderers can effectively decrease
the data traffic and computational requirements for the rasterization stage of
the 3D graphics pipeline.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I
n recent years, mobile computing devices have been used for a broader
spectrum of applications than mobile telephony or personaldigital assis-
tance. Several companies [4, 3] expect that 3D graphics applications will

become an important workload of wireless devices. For example, according
to [11], the number of users of interactive 3D graphics applications (in par-
ticular games) is expected to increase drastically in the future: it is predicted
that the global wireless games market will grow to 4 billion dollars in 2006.
Because current wireless devices do not have sufficient computational power
to support 3D graphics in real time and because present accelerators consume
too much power, companies [4, 5, 1, 3, 2] and universities [7,6] have started
to develop low-power 3D graphics accelerators.

The main goal of this dissertation is the design of a low-power 2D and 3D
graphics accelerator for mobile terminals equipped with anARM CPU core
(ARM architecture variant v5T). The purpose of this accelerator is to relieve
the burden of graphical computations from the ARM CPU core. The acceler-
ator concerns only the back-end stage of the graphics pipeline, more specifi-
cally, the rasterization stage.

Tile-based rendering (also called chunk rendering or bucket rendering) is a
promising technique for low-power, 3D graphics platforms.This technique
decomposes a scene into smaller regions called tiles and renders the tiles in-
dependently. In a high-performance graphics accelerator these tiles can be
rendered in parallel, but in a low-power accelerator we can render the tiles
one by one. The advantage of this scheme from a power perspective is that
each tile can be rendered without accessing the off-chip memory except when
the tile has been completely rendered. Since off-chip memory accesses are a

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

major source of power consumption and often dissipate more energy than the
datapaths and the control units [16, 31], reducing them decreases the power
consumption. Tile-based accelerators, however, require largescene buffersto
store the primitives to be rendered. Therefore, this dissertation investigates the
suitability of tile-based rendering for low-power 3D graphics accelerators.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 we give ashort overview
of 3D graphics accelerators concepts, discuss the organization of a conven-
tional and a tile-based renderer, and describe design limitations for current low
power graphics accelerators. In Section 1.2 related work regarding traditional
and tile-based rendering methods is described. Section 1.3presents the open
questions and our contributions. Finally, Section 1.4 completes the chapter
with an overview of the dissertation.

1.1 Background

This section starts with a brief overview of the terms used incomputer graph-
ics. Further on, a description of conventional and tile-based rendering archi-
tectures is provided. Finally, factors limiting the designspace for low-power
graphics architectures are discussed.

1.1.1 The 3D Graphics Pipeline

In this section we provide the background information necessary to understand
the remaining sections of this chapter. More details are given in Chapter 2.
3D graphics refers to systems and methods used to create and manipulate a
modeled “world” or scene on a computer and then to display theworld on the
2D computer screen in a realistic way. The world is typicallyconstructed from
objects made up from meshes of adjoining triangles or polygons each defined
by its vertices. Each vertex has a number of properties including its position
in 3D space (x, y, z) and color. Each polygon additionally hassome global
properties such as texture (image pattern filling the polygon).

Figure 1.1(a) depicts a typical 3D game scene as it is presented to the user.
Figure 1.1(b) shows how the scene is made from meshes of polygons. For
instance, the statistics located in the lower part of the image are rendered as
meshes of triangles; each individual digit being represented as a group of two
textured triangles.

The3D graphics pipelineconsists of three main stages: the application stage,
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(a) Scene displayed on-screen (b) Scene components

Figure 1.1: A scene from a typical 3D game (Quake3 [43])

the geometry stage, and the rasterization stage. In the application stage a high-
level description of the world is generated. All interaction between the user
and the computer is implemented in this stage.

The geometry stage is responsible for the majority of the operations concern-
ing polygons and vertices. It is also organized as pipeline and consists of the
following stages: model and view transform, lighting and shading, projection,
clipping, and screen mapping. Model transform consists of transformations
such as scaling and rotation. View transform is the transformation from the
world coordinate system to a coordinate system relative to the location from
which the scene is observed (thecameraor eyespace). In the lighting and
shading stage calculations are performed that simulate theeffect of different
lights on objects in the scene. In the projection stage the coordinates of the
primitives are transformed into a canonical view volume. Inthe clipping stage
the primitives that are partially inside the view volume areclipped so that only
the part that is inside the view volume is sent to the following stages. Finally,
in the screen mapping stage the graphics primitives are scaled to obtain the
window (screen space) coordinates.

The most time-consuming and power-dissipating stage is therasterization or
rendering stage. In this stage the primitives (commonly triangles) are first
scan converted to fragments (series of 2D screen space coordinate, and other
attributes such as color and depth). Thereafter, 2D images are mapped onto
fragments to create the impression of real-life 3D objects.This technique is
called texture mappingand is one of the stages that requires the most mem-
ory bandwidth. The simplest technique, called point sampling, uses a single
texture element (texel) from the texture map. More advancedtechniques, such
as trilinear MIP-mapping, interpolate among many texels tomore accurately
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Frame

CPU)

TnL Engine Buffer

Memory 
Texture

Z Buffer(Hardware or Rasterizer

Figure 1.2: Overview of a traditional renderer.

estimate the texture for the fragment. After texturing, several operations are
performed on each fragment to eliminate the fragments that are not visible but
were generated by previous stages. One of these operations is the depth test
which determines if a fragment is obscured by other fragments. Commonly
employed is the z buffer algorithm, which stores the depth (z) value of each
fragment in a buffer.

1.1.2 Tile-Based Versus Conventional Rendering

The organization of a conventional rasterizer is depicted in Figure 1.2. The
Transform and Lighting(TnL) Enginecorresponds to the previously described
geometry stage. On modern PC-class graphics accelerators the TnL Engine
is implemented on-chip, but for low-power, low-cost accelerators for mobile
phones the TnL computations can also be performed by the hostCPU. After the
vertices have been processed by the TnL Engine, they are sentto the rasterizer.

The rasterizer writes rendered pixels to the framebuffer and stores the depth
values of the fragments closest to the viewpoint in the z buffer. Because these
buffers are large, they can in general not be placed in the on-chip memory
of a low-cost accelerator. Furthermore, textures also needto be stored in the
off-chip memory.

In a tile-based renderer, each scene is decomposed into regions calledtiles
which can be rendered independently. This allows the z values and color com-
ponents of the fragments corresponding to one tile to be stored in small, on-
chip buffers, whose size (in pixels) is equal to the tile size. This implies that
only the pixels visible in the final scene need to be written tothe external
framebuffer. However, as previously mentioned, tile-based rendering requires
that the triangles are first sorted into bins that correspondto the tiles. More-
over, since a triangle might overlap more than one tile, it may have to be sent
to the rasterizer several times.
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Figure 1.3: Overview of a tile-based renderer.

The organization of a basic tile-based renderer is depictedin Figure 1.3. First,
the primitives are sorted according to the tile partitioning and stored in a so-
called scene buffer. This may be performed by the CPU or the rasterizer. After
the primitives have been sorted, the tiles are rendered one by one. For each
tile, the primitives that overlap the current tile are sent to the rasterizer. First,
if the application does not clear the frame or z buffers when it starts to ren-
der a new frame, the data associated with the current tile is fetched from the
corresponding external frame or z buffers to the local tile buffers (Tile FB and
Tile ZB). Thereafter, the rasterizer starts rendering the primitives into the tile
buffers. After all primitives that overlap the current tilehave been rendered,
the content of the tile buffers is written to the external framebuffer.

1.1.3 Design Limitations and Performance Requirements

While graphics accelerators are intended to improve performance by off-
loading graphics processing from the CPU, the resources available to imple-
ment such accelerators on mobile devices are rather limitedcompared to other
systems. This section describes the most important design limiting factors and
also expected performance from a graphics accelerator targeted at current mo-
bile devices.

Due to the fact that mobile devices are powered by batteries,an impor-
tant limitation for a mobile device accelerator is power consumption. For
current mobile accelerator devices, power consumption levels around 0.4-
3mW/MHz [11, 27] are considered acceptable. In some cases, due to the small
size of mobile devices, additional restrictions related toheat dissipation can
limit the power budget for an accelerator design.

The reduced size of mobile devices and the particular semiconductor technol-
ogy used to implement the chip also dictates the number of gates available to
implement the accelerator. Current gate budgets availablefor graphics accel-
erators for mobile devices are around 200k to 500k gates [11,27].
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Another set of factors that can limit the accelerator designis given based on
the mobile system architecture. Low-power CPUs are often coupled with nar-
row buses and a reduced amount of memory. To make the overall picture even
worse, such CPUs might not implement floating-point instructions or multi-
media instruction set extensions. While the external buseson some systems
might theoretically provide sufficient bandwidth for a graphics accelerator,
they might be shared with other functional units which decreases the over-
all cost but also limits the bandwidth available to the accelerator. Moreover,
since the data throughput of various functional units coupled on a shared bus
might be unpredictable, a graphics accelerator should be able to cope with the
remaining bandwidth while still providing acceptable frame rates.

To further reduce power consumption, most mobile devices are equipped with
small (e.g., 3 in.), low resolution (e.g., 320× 240 pixels) screens. Due to
the small size, such screens are usually used at a shorter distance to the viewer
than normal size displays. By also considering the low resolution, the projected
pixel size on the viewer’s eye is larger for mobile devices than for conventional
PC. This implies that a mobile graphics accelerator should render each pixel
with higher quality levels than a normal PC, while the reduced size of the
memory limits even further the number of colors that can be stored for each
pixel.

Last but not least, the system cost and the expected market size can be a sig-
nificantly restrictive design factor.

1.2 Related Work

In this section we discuss related work and highlight the differences with our
work.

Tile-based architectures were initially proposed for high-performance, parallel
renderers [32, 52, 40]. Since tiles cover non-overlapping parts of a scene, the
triangles that intersect with these tiles can be rendered inparallel. In such
architectures it is important to balance the load on the parallel renderers [53].
However, we are focusing on low-power architectures for which the tiles are
usually rendered sequentially one by one.

While not designed for low-power, the PixelPlanes5 multicomputer described
by Fuchs et at. [32] has pioneered the area of advanced parallel rendering by
using simple per pixel rendering processors. Each array of128 × 128 pixel
processors was grouped as a rendering unit, and the entire system contained
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a number of 16 rendering units. PixelPlane5 also included 32graphics pro-
cessors (GP) that could be dynamically assigned to any128 × 128 rendering
region. Each GP processes the data for a128 × 128 region by placing render
commands for each graphics primitive overlapping the region into a bin asso-
ciated with each region. The render commands are used by the rendering units
to compute intermediate results. When a final rendering request is received by
a rendering unit, final pixel values are computed and stored to the frame buffer.
Although, such massively parallel systems are impracticalfor current mobile
devices, they opened the opportunity of using tile-based designs for low-power
sequential rendering.

The Kyro [71] accelerator, developed by PowerVR, is one of the first low-
power, tile-based graphics accelerators intended for PC markets. To achieve
low-power, Kyro uses sequential tile-based rendering to render tiles one-by-
one using small on-chip memories. Since traffic to small on-chip memories
requires far less power than traffic to large off-chip memories, this technique
shows significant potential for low power designs. In Kyro, graphics primitives
sorting into bins according to rendering regions (tiles) isperformed on the CPU
and further sent for processing to the rendering core. For efficiency, since each
tile is rendered sequentially, the geometry send by the CPU needs to be stored
in a potentially large scene buffer and processed in a tile-based order. There is
no available information on the efficiency of the algorithmsused to implement
primitive sorting. Based on a similar design, the MBX [72] core was further
developed and targeted towards low-power mobile devices.

Torborg and Kajiya [73] described a 3D graphics hardware architecture named
Talisman. There are four major concepts utilized in Talisman: composited
image layers, image compression, chunking, and multi-passrendering. Gener-
ally, there is an independent image layer for each non-interpenetrating object
in the scene. This allows to update each object independently and, therefore,
to optimize object update rates based on scene properties. Compression is ap-
plied to images and textures, using an algorithm similar to JPEG referred to as
TREC. The decompressor, however, requires approximately 26% of the total
area. Chunking is identical to tiling. Finally, multi-passrendering is used to
render reflections and shadows. Talisman is, however, targeted at PCs and it is
unclear if it can be used for mobile terminals.

Because only 20% to 83% of the triangles of the original 3D object models are
visible in the final scene, Liang and Jen [49] proposed to employ two parallel
pipelines so that only visible triangles are lighted, shaded, and textured. Their
proposal, however, requires additional, off-chip I and Tdbs buffers, which
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might increase the external memory bandwidth requirements. Moreover, the
I-Buffer holds only one index for each pixel, which would require special han-
dling of (semi)transparent objects blending.

Kameyama et al. [44] described a 3D graphics LSI core for mobile phones
named Z3D. The geometry engine, the rendering engine, and the pixel engine
are all implemented on the Z3D core. Furthermore, the display list buffer,
the texture memory, and the frame and z buffers are also implemented on this
core. Since tiling is not used in Z3D, this limits the applications to character
animations and simple games. To reduce power consumption, Z3D uses clock
gating and a so-called step mode. Clock gating is used to turnoff clock supply
to logic blocks that do not need to work. For example, when the2D engine is
working, the clock supply to the 3D pipeline is turned off. Inthe step mode,
the geometry engine, the set up engine, and a third block thatincludes the
raster, texture and pixel engines run in sequence in a round robin fashion. First
the geometry engine is supplied with a clock and the clock supply to the set
up engine and the third block is turned off. Then, the set up engine is the
only block supplied with a clock and thereafter the third block. This process
is repeated until all vertex data has been processed. The step mode, however,
requires intermediate buffering.

McCormack et al. [50] presented a single-chip 3D graphics accelerator named
Neon. In order to improve the memory bandwidth and to reduce power on the
low pin count memory interface, the design of Neon started from the memory
system upwards. Despite the fact that there was no special memory used, eight
32-bit independent memory controllers were implemented toprovide sufficient
bandwidth for the memory request queues. Neon also featureda unified mem-
ory system for storing textures, and color, depth, and otheroff-screen buffers.
This design allows for better dynamic reallocation of memory bandwidth. Fur-
thermore, due to low cost and gate budget limitations, integer based operations
with similar implementations shared hardware logic while floating point op-
erations remained to be performed on the CPU. With the added cost of three
additional 600-bit save states (later redesigns proved that only one save state
would be sufficient), Neon also implements texture chunkingand interleaving
to better exploit frame buffer and texture access patterns.

Recently, Akenine-Möller and Ström [9] also proposed a hardware rasteri-
zation architecture for mobile phones. They also focus on saving memory
bandwidth and propose a system which features an inexpensive multisam-
pling scheme, a texture minification system, and a simple, scanline-based
culling scheme. Compared to nearest-neighbor sampling, their system requires
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slightly more memory bandwidth but achieves a better quality. Compared to
trilinear MIP-mapping, their system reduces the required memory bandwidth
by 53% on average. They also briefly mention tile-based rendering but remark
that it requires a significant amount of memory bandwidth because geometry
sorting is needed before rendering can start. However, no experimental data is
provided.

1.3 Open Questions and Contributions

The following open questions can be posed with respect to low-power mobile
3D graphics accelerators in general and tile-based rendering architectures in
particular.

• What 3D graphics applications are relevant for low-power mobile
devices?

In order to determine the performance and energy improvement that can
be achieved by introducing a new architecture or algorithm,representa-
tive workloads are needed. Although there are several benchmarks for
desktop 3D graphics accelerators, these are usually not suitable for the
low-power 3D graphics application area. Moreover, 3D graphic appli-
cations that are expected to be used on mobile devices (e.g.,3D Games)
have an interactive behavior. They are therefore unreproducible from
one run to another, which implies that they are not directly suitable to
be used as benchmarks. As shown in Chapter 3, only a few available
applications can be considered representative for mobile devices.

• How much external data traffic is generated by a tile-based renderer
compared to a traditional renderer?

Tile-based renderers, as indicated in Section 1.1.2, can generate less traf-
fic to external color buffer and texture memories than traditional render-
ers since they render the scene on-chip and only transfer thefinal result
to external memories. However, when compared to traditional renderers,
tile-based renderers also require data traffic from the scene buffer to the
renderer core. As shown in Chapter 4, for workloads with a high overlap
factor and low overdraw, traditional rendering requires less data traffic
than tile-based rendering, while for workloads with a low overlap factor
and high overdraw, tile-based rendering is more efficient than traditional
rendering.
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• What algorithms can be used to sort primitives to tiles for tile-based
rendering architectures?

In a sequential tile-based rendering approach, a tile can becompletely
rendered only when all primitives required to render the entire scene are
available, as any primitive can potentially overlap/affect any tile. If there
is not sufficient memory to store all the primitives for one scene, then the
scene must be rendered in multiple iterations per tile. The computational
complexity of sorting the primitives according to their overlap with the
tiles, as shown in Chapter 5, is influenced by the amount of available
memory. In general, the more memory is available, the less computa-
tions have to be performed in order to sort the primitives. Asshown in
this dissertation, a trade-off between computational complexity and the
size of the required memory can be used also.

• What performance gain can be expected from primitive sorting al-
gorithms by exploiting tile characteristics (e.g., position)?

Since a tile-based rendering system requires sorting of primitives to tiles,
and a tile might overlap several tiles, there are significantchances that
computations used to determine if a primitive overlaps a tile might be
(partially) reused to determine if the same primitive overlaps other tiles.
Moreover, since the size, shape, and position of the tiles can be prede-
termined, additional optimizations might be performed.

Consider for example, the tile located in the upper left corner of a scene.
Based on the position of the tile, it is expected that most primitives will
be situated to the right or below the current tile. Thus, by checking if a
primitive is located below or to the right of the tile insteadof checking
the left and upward directions, can result in a significant reduction of
the number of computations required to determine if the tileand the
primitive overlap as shown in Chapter 5.

• How much can the state change information that is sent to the tile-
based 3D graphics accelerator be reduced?

While in traditional architectures state change information (e.g., enable
or disable depth testing) is usually negligible, in tile-based architectures
the state change information can potentially require duplication for each
tile and as a consequence, the state change information traffic can sig-
nificantly increase. Thus, for tile-based architectures state change data
traffic might not be negligible.
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Moreover, since primitives not overlapping a tile are not usually sent to
a tile, the state change data traffic that would have been generated to pre-
pare rendering for such primitives might be eliminated. However, com-
pacting and eliminating redundant state, often requires additional CPU
processing power and/or memory to keep track of state changes. On
the other hand, memory can be saved by not storing the redundant state
information, and moreover, the external state change data traffic can be
reduced. In this dissertation we show what state change reduction can
we expect and how to overcome several tile-based inherent limitations.

• What other techniques can be used to further reduce externaldata
traffic (e.g., texture caches) and what improvements can be ex-
pected?

Since texture accesses patterns are more regular than general memory
accesses, texture caches could be employed to reduce external data traf-
fic. However, due to restricted on-chip memory size limitations, only
a relatively small texture cache would be affordable. Moreover, large
caches could potentially consume significantly more energywhile not
significantly reducing the data traffic as compared to smaller caches.

As shown in Chapter 4, due to high spatial and temporal locality of tex-
ture accesses patterns even small caches can reduce the external data
traffic significantly.

1.4 Thesis Overview

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we provide a survey of
the 3D Graphics Pipeline with a particular focus on texture mapping. In order
to understand the possible performance and quality trade-offs, several texture
mapping algorithms are described and analyzed.

For instance, using only the linear filter without MIP-mapping can signifi-
cantly reduce the quality of filtering when the ratio betweencovered texels
and corresponding pixels is larger than one. Therefore, MIP-mapping is nec-
essary in these situations. Moreover, when the shape of the projection in tex-
ture space of a screen region is not square then anisotropic filtering should be
used. However, anisotropic filtering is significantly slower than MIP-mapping.
The choice of which method to implement in hardware depends on many pa-
rameters such as rendering quality, rendering speed, powerconsumption, and
number of gates available to implement a specific feature. Readers familiar
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with the 3D graphics pipeline can skip this chapter.

In Chapter 3 we provide evidence indicating that 3D benchmarks employed for
desktop computers are not suitable for mobile environments. Consequently,
we present GraalBench, a set of 3D graphics workloads representative for con-
temporary and emerging mobile devices. In addition, we present detailed sim-
ulation results for a typical rasterization pipeline. The results show that the
proposed benchmarks use only a part of the resources offeredby current 3D
graphics libraries. In this chapter we also discuss the architectural implications
of the obtained results for hardware implementations.

In Chapter 4 a comparison of the total amount of external datatraffic required
by traditional and tile-based renderers is presented. A tile size yielding the best
trade-off between the amount of on-chip memory and the amount of external
data traffic is determined. We also show that tile-based rendering reduces the
total amount of external traffic due to the considerable datatraffic reduction
between the accelerator and the off-chip memory while maintaining an accept-
able increase in data traffic between the CPU and the renderer. We show that
for workloads with a high overlap factor and low overdraw, the traditional ren-
dering can still outperform the tile-based rendering, while for workloads with a
low overlap factor and high overdraw, the tile-based rendering is more suitable
than traditional rendering.

In Chapter 5 several algorithms are presented for sorting the primitives into
bins and evaluate their computational complexity and memory requirements.
In addition, we describe and evaluate several tests for determining if a trian-
gle and a tile overlap. While the number of primitives sent tothe accelerator
depends only on the triangle to tile overlap test used, the memory required to
sort and store the primitives before being sent to the accelerator as well as the
required computational power depends largely on the algorithm employed.

Also in Chapter 5 a dynamic bounding box test is presented. Weshow that
the efficiency of the bounding box test can be improved significantly by adap-
tively varying the order in which the comparisons are performed depending on
the position of the current tile. Experimental results obtained using the Graal-
Bench workloads show that the dynamic bounding box test reduces the average
number of comparisons per primitive by26% on average compared to the best
performing static version in which the order of the comparisons is fixed.

In Chapter 6 several state management algorithms for tile-based renderers are
presented. While in traditional (non tile-based) rendering the state informa-
tion traffic is negligible compared to the traffic generated by the primitives, in
tile-based rendering architectures, the required processing power and gener-
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ated traffic can increase significantly since the state information might need to
be duplicated in multiple streams. In this chapter we analyze how much the
amount of state change traffic to the accelerator can be decreased by sending
an optimized state change stream to the accelerator.

In Chapter 7 we propose and evaluate using a small filter cachebetween
the graphics accelerator and the texture memory in portablegraphics devices
which cannot afford large caches. In this chapter we determine the cache and
block sizes which are most efficient for texture caching w.r.t. the Energy-Delay
metric. A comparison of the performance of the proposed caches and a con-
ventional cache is also presented. We also present evidencethat a widely-used
benchmark exhibits anomalous behavior.

Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation by summarizing our investiga-
tions, discussing our main contributions, and proposing further research areas.





Chapter 2

Overview of A 3D Graphics
Rendering Pipeline

T
o illustrate a general but not necessarily unique method to generate 3D
worlds on 2D devices, we will describe one of the most accepted mod-
els to transform 3D objects and render them using the pipeline concept

which is very well suited for our purpose. Implementing graphics operations
as a pipeline has the benefit that the border between softwareand hardware
implementation is not fixed before hand, so depending on the technology avail-
able and the production costs, it can be decided which pipeline stage should be
implemented in hardware and which in software.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describesa graphics rendering
pipeline main stages. In Section 2.2 we briefly describe the application stage
of a graphics pipeline. A description of the geometry stage of the pipeline is
given in Section 2.3. A detailed description of the rasterization stage of the
pipeline is presented in Section 2.4. Finally, conclusionsregarding operations
suitable for hardware acceleration are given in Section 2.5.

2.1 The Graphics Rendering Pipeline

The main function of a graphics pipeline is to generate (render) three dimen-
sional objects on a two dimensional device while taking intoconsideration
factors such as light sources, lighting models, textures, and other information
that would have an impact on rendering quality.

The rendering pipeline can be seen as the underlying tool forachieving real-

15
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Application Geometry Rasterizer

Figure 2.1: The basic construction of a graphics rendering pipeline.

time rendering. As any pipeline the rendering pipeline has anumber of stages
that will pass information from one to the other. The link between each stage
and its predecessor or successor stage is very well defined and each stage could
be seen at first as a “black box” that will be defined later. A model of a basic
3D graphics rendering pipeline is depicted in Figure 2.1.

The main conceptual stages of the graphics pipeline are:

• The application stage - In this stage, a high level description of a 3D
world is generated.

• The geometry stage - In this stage, the transform and lighting computa-
tions are performed.

• The rasterizer stage - This stage transforms the rendering primitives
(points, lines, and triangles) into pixels.

In the following sections, we will briefly describe each of these stages.

2.2 The Application Stage

In the application stage, the user has full control over the resources, meaning
that this level is mostly implemented in software and user can change the im-
plementation in order to change the performance. As an example: the user can
choose how smooth a sphere would be rendered with respect to the number of
triangles generated for that sphere.

Usually in this stage is implemented almost all the user-computer interaction
such as keyboard or other input device interaction that can modify the rendered
scene. Also in this level, are received and processed eventsthat can affect the
objects in the virtual world or even only the viewing parameters of the rendered
world.
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Transform
Projection Mapping

Screen LightingModel & View Clipping

Figure 2.2: The geometry stage subdivided into a pipeline offunctional stages.

Another important task at this level is collision detection. After a collision
is detected between some objects certain treatment should occur in order to
reflect the new state of the objects including eventually a response to the user
(force feedback devices).

Other tasks that could help the next stages are also implemented here. Some
precomputations could be performed before hand if we know, for instance,
that we use a particular feature and perform the calculus forthe particular
model instead of performing similar computations later butrelaying on a more
general model provided by the following stages. For example, some transfor-
mations such as scaling, and rotation could be implemented as 3 × 3 matrix
multiplications. In order to support translation or perspective transformations,
4 × 4 matrix multiplications are required. Hardware implementations of the
geometry level, usually provide a unified architecture for the transformation
operations, thus implementing only4 × 4 matrix multiplications. However, if
for instance, a projection operation is not required while transforming a scene
from its original coordinate space to the display coordinate space, then some
computations can be saved by precomputing the transformation matrices using
only 3 × 3 matrix multiplications.

The information that is generated by this stage consists of rendering primitives
such as points, lines, and triangles. Not necessarily all the primitives generated
from this stage will belong to the final rendered image. Some of them might
be out of the viewing frustum or obscured by other objects.

2.3 The Geometry Stage

The geometry stage is responsible for the majority of the operations concern-
ing polygons (per-polygon operations) or vertices (per-vertex operations). The
geometry stage itself can be treated as a pipeline (see Figure 2.2).

The order of operations varies across implementations and the delimitation
between the operations is not sharp and it depends upon the control sequence
(algorithms) used. For instance a clipping operation can beperformed before
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or after a projection operation, albeit using different coordinate spaces.

We will briefly focus on each of the blocks that form this internal pipeline.

Model and View Transform

At this level each of the primitives generated from the previous stage is trans-
formed according to different coordinate spaces.

At first, upon each vertex of a primitive can be applied transformations in its
own coordinate space which is calledmodel space. Transformations that can
be applied here are:

• Scaling - The size of the object is modified.

• Rotations - The orientation of the object is affected.

• Translations - The position of the object is changed.

• Mirroring effects - The object is mirrored against a reference plane, in a
3D space, or against a line in 2D space, or against a point in 1Dspace.

For some operations, the order in which they are applied is important. For
instance, applying first a rotation and afterwards a translation on a vertex can
yield a different result than the result obtained if the order of the operations is
changed.

After an object has been transformed in its own model space, it can be placed
in the general sceneworld space. By looking at objects from an object oriented
perspective, each copy of an object that is placed in the general scene is called
an instance of the respective object. Thus, actually, the graphics pipeline is
not processing objects, but instances of objects. The idea behind this naming
convention is that instances of objects contain general characteristics of their
corresponding objects, but also some specific, per instance, details.

So far, the instances of the objects, represented by their primitives, were trans-
formed in their model space and placed in the world space. Hereafter, another
set of transformations similar with the ones described above is applied, but the
difference is that each transformation is applied for the whole object instance
(on all its primitives). For instance, a cat will not have only its tail bent (local
transformation), instead the whole cat is positioned upside down, or moved to
another location.

The final operation of this level is to apply aview transform. That is, a trans-
formation from the world coordinate system to a coordinate system relative to
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the location from which the scene is observed. The latter coordinate system is
also referred to ascameraspace oreyespace. This space is usually defined by
the position (coordinates) where the viewer is located, thedirection where the
viewer is looking at, and a viewing frustum.

Since not all the primitives will be inside the viewing frustum some of them
will be effectively removed or have parts removed. Actuallythis step is not
performed here but we prepare for the clipping step by applying the view trans-
form which transforms the objects coordinates in the eye space.

Most of the calculations performed at this level can be described using matrix
operations. To perform scaling and rotation operations in a3D coordinate sys-
tem 3 × 3 matrices are sufficient. However, to integrate also translation and
other operations, homogeneous coordinates need be used, and the transforma-
tion matrices sizes increases to4 × 4.

In a homogeneous system, a vertexV (x, y, z) is represented asV (X,Y,Z,w)
for any scale factorw 6= 0. The three dimensional Cartesian coordinate repre-
sentation is:

x =
X

w
(2.1)

y =
Y

w
(2.2)

z =
Z

w
(2.3)

The homogeneous representation allows a more efficient solution of applying
several geometry transformations by first multiplying all the transformation
matrices and storing the result into a single matrix and thenfor each vertex to
perform only the multiplication with the final matrix.

Lighting and Shading

Lighting is the term designated to specify the interaction between material and
light sources, but not only the material is important, also the geometry of the
object plays an important role.

In this stage the lighting information belonging to each primitive is taken into
account. For the purpose of realism different types of lights can be added to
the virtual world depending of the medium intended to be created or simulated.

Since usually computing accurate lighting equations requires significant com-
putational power, several approximations (shading models) can be computed
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instead. The shading models can be applied to each primitivesuch as a triangle
or to each vertex or even to each point that belongs to the respective primitive
(triangle). Wide spread shading models are:

• Flat shading - The whole surface of a triangle (polygon) has the same
color so the color is calculated only in one point for the whole triangle.

• Gouraud shading - This model calculates the color in each vertex of the
polygon by averaging the normals of the triangles (polygons) connected
to each vertex, and applying the lighting equations on this vertices and
then interpolation among this values is performed.

• Phong shading - Interpolates the normals vectors and applies the lighting
equation at each pixel.

Projection

At this stage the coordinates of the primitives are transformed into a canonical
view volume. There are two widely used methods for this transformation.

• Orthographic projection - Consists of translation and scaling. In this
case parallel lines remain parallel after projection.

• Perspective projection - A more complex projection that mimics the way
we see things. The farther is the object from the observer, the smaller it
appears after projection.

Both projection models can be computed either using general4x4 matrices or
optimized computations.

Clipping

In order to draw only the primitives that are contained fullyor partially inside
the view volume clipping should be performed. The primitives that are par-
tially inside the view volume are clipped so that only the part that is inside the
view volume remains to be sent to the following stages.

The clipping process can generate additional primitives for each clipped prim-
itive. For instance, the remaining part of a clipped triangle, might only be
represented by several triangles instead of one triangle.
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Viewport (Screen Space)

At this level primitives are translated and scaled to obtainthe window (screen
space) coordinates. Although, the screen space is usually atwo dimensional
space, for each transformed vertex of a primitive, a depth coordinate (also
denoted asz in some references) is required to be kept. The depth coordinate
represents the distance from the viewer to the vertex and it is used to determine
which primitive is the closest (visible) to the viewer for a given screen space
position.

The viewport stage is the last stage of the geometry pipeline. Following the
geometry pipeline is the rasterization stage which is described in the following
section.

2.4 The Rasterization Stage

The rasterization stage is responsible with mapping each primitive such as a tri-
angle into components that can be individually representedin a bi-dimensional
discrete screen space. Such components are also named pixels (picture el-
ements). Each pixel corresponds to a location in the screen space and has
associated a color that will be visible on the screen. The process of mapping a
primitive into pixel elements is also called rasterization.

It can be also noted that, the rasterization process dependsnot only on the
primitive itself, but also on some additional information,named state infor-
mation. The state information is sent independently from the primitives. For
instance, a triangle can be rasterized as a set of three points, a set of three edges
(only the outline of the triangle), or as a surface (filled triangle).

The rasterization stage is usually also organized as a pipeline. Various im-
plementations of a rasterizer pipeline can have hardware optimized stages. In
order to present a general and widely used model, we opted to describe an
OpenGL [64] rasterization pipeline. A functional organization of a OpenGL
rasterization pipeline in presented in Figure 2.3.

Conceptually, the rasterization pipeline can be divided into three stages. The
first stage consists of scan-converting the primitives intopixels. This stage
comprises theTriangle Setup, Edge Walk, andSpan Interpolation. The sec-
ond stage consists of theTexture Mappingunit responsible to fetch required
texels from texture images. The third stage, contains the per fragment opera-
tions and consists of the remaining units of the rasterization pipeline. Detailed
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description of each block is provided in the following sections.

2.4.1 Triangle Setup

Considering a complete software implementation of a graphics library as a ref-
erence, we can distinguish increasing degrees of acceleration of the graphics
computations by moving their execution from the host processor to a dedicated
graphics processing device. For 3D graphics, the majority of graphics architec-
tures include a rasterizer to which the 3D vertex coordinates in image space,
associated color values, and for some architectures also texture coordinates,
are sent.

In the following sections we describe several differences that can be encoun-
tered while rasterizing various primitive types such as points, lines, and trian-
gles.

Point Rasterization

Any point that has to be rasterized requires the following information: its
screen coordinates, a depth value relative to the camera, and color informa-
tion or texture coordinates. A point can have a size by specifying the width
or the diameter. The effective mapping of a point to pixels depends not only
on the characteristics of the point but also by the enhancements applied on the
resulting pixels. For instance, if anti-aliasing is enabled it is possible that a
larger number of pixels is affected by transforming the samepoint compared
to the normal rendered point.

Line Rasterization

Line rasterization can be considered as an extension of the point rasterization
case. A line has 2 sets of information, one for each vertex, and it can also
have a width associated or a pattern to be filled with. Anti-aliasing can be
applied to enhance the visual result on a raster device. To actually draw the
line Bresenham’s algorithm [30][29] or similar variationsbased upon it can be
used.
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Figure 2.3: Graphics pipeline for rasterization.
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Triangle Rasterization

In this section are described the operations required to rasterize a triangle. In
particular, an efficient triangle rasterization method is described. This method
is based on rasterizing the edges of the triangle and by generating horizontal
spans of pixels.

The color information for each pixel of a horizontal span of pixels can be lin-
early (or in same cases, for perspective correction, hyperbolically) interpolated
from information available at the edges of each span. The hyperbolic interpola-
tion is used when a perspective transformation was employedin the geometry
stage in order to obtain a perspective compression effect. More detailed infor-
mation on perspective corrected interpolation is available in Section 2.4.2.

Figure 2.4 depicts the basic model for triangle rasterization using linear inter-
polation to implement the Gouraud shading model.

Triangles can be rasterized by rasterizing their edges and by generating hori-
zontal spans of pixels corresponding to the surface coveredby a triangle across
a horizontal raster line (scanline). Since the gradients used to generate the
edges of each horizontal span can change when an intersection of two edges
is encountered, some implementations are decomposing eachtriangle into 2
horizontal aligned triangles. This, way there are no gradient changes while
rendering each horizontal aligned triangle. This step is usually integrated in
a group of operations called triangle setup. As it can be seenin Figure 2.4 a
point I13 has been added and two horizontal aligned triangles were obtained.

Although colors are usually linearly interpolated as we do here, better results
can be achieved by using hyperbolic interpolation. For the Gouraud shad-
ing the difference is small, but for texture mapping process(described in Sec-
tion 2.4.3) the difference is significant.

For rasterization it is common to use triangles or triangle strips as basic draw-
ing primitives. The rasterizer interpolates the depth and color values for all
the pixels bounded by the edges which define the triangles. Since triangles are
planar shapes, a first idea to draw a triangle would be to linearly interpolate
the vertex parameters along the edges and then to linearly interpolate the edge
values along scan lines. The problem is that linear interpolation is correct only
when all three vertices have the same depth (z distance) fromthe observer.
Otherwise, a perspective correction is needed since the human perception of
depth is not linear, but hyperbolic.
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Figure 2.4: Triangle scan conversion.

By moving the slope and setup calculations for triangles in the rasterizer, the
host processor is off-loaded from intensive calculations and this can signifi-
cantly increase 3D system performance. Besides freeing themain processing
unit, computing triangle setup data on the hardware rasterizer has the addi-
tional advantage of freeing the data bus. The usual amount ofgeometry infor-
mation required to draw a triangle is shown in Table 2.1. If the triangle setup
stage is implemented in hardware, theSetup parametersgroup will be com-
puted by the triangle setup unit. Due to this, the required bandwidth between
the CPU and the hardware accelerator to transfer the same number of triangles
is reduced at by least 50%.

2.4.2 Span Generator

The purpose of this unit is to linearly interpolate a set of parameters passed
from theTriangle Setupunit. To really understand what the problems are at this
unit we recall that the last coordinate system used before device coordinates
are the eye coordinates. We need to linearly interpolate allthe parameters
relative to window coordinates, but this will not always correspond to a linear
interpolation of these parameters in eye space. The only case when the linear
interpolation in window coordinates corresponds to a linear interpolation in
eye space is when all the vertices of the primitive have the same depth, namely
z, value in the eye coordinates.

To obtain a correct rendered primitive, theoretically, a division for each pa-
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Parameters
Triangle data

Vertices x0, y0, z0, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2

Colors r0, g0, b0, α0, r1, g1, b1, α1,
r2, g2, b2, α2

Texture Coordinates u0, v0, u1, v1, u2, v2

Setup parameters
Edge interpolation increments ∆x/∆y (for 3 edges)

Color increments δr/δx, δr/δy, δg/δx, δg/δy,

δb/δx, δb/δy, δα/δx, δα δy,

Depth increments δz/δx, δz/δy

Texture increments δu/δx, δu/δy, δv/δx, δv/δy

Table 2.1: Triangle setup data.

rameter to be interpolated should be performed at each interpolation point. If
we consider that a vertex in the eye coordinates has the following homoge-
neous representation:Pe = [xe, ye, ze, we], to obtain the window coordinates
we perform a perspective projection and the respective homogeneous coordi-
nates are:Pw = [xw, yw, zw, ww]. To obtain the normalized window coor-
dinates we have to perform a division by theww component. This way the
window coordinates of theP vertex areP ′

w = Pw/ww = [x′

w, y′w, z′w, 1] =
[xw/ww, yw/ww, zw/ww, ww/ww]. A similar process should be applied to the
parameters for each vertex (colors, texture coordinates) [37]. Therefore, the
following steps have to be followed to perform correct primitive rendering us-
ing a linear interpolation method:

1. Construct a vector of values for each vertex of the triangle V =
[xw, yw, zw, ww, p1, p2, p3, ..., pn, 1], wheren is the number of param-
eters that have to be interpolated for each vertex.

2. Divide V by ww, the new vector V ′ =
[x′

w, y′w, z′w, 1, p′
1
, p′

2
, p′

3
, ..., p′n, 1′], where1′ = 1/ww.

3. Linearly interpolate all the values ofV ′ along polygon edges and across
scan lines inside triangle using a formula similar with:

Vcurrent = Vinitial + f ∗ (Vfinal − Vinitial), f ∈ [0, 1]

4. At each pixel divide thep′ parameters by the corresponding1′ value to
get the proper perspectively projectedp values.
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We remark that we are guaranteed that the1′ value is6= 0, because after clip-
ping all ww are positive. Furthermore, instead of computingn divisions per
pixel, we can compute one division and thenn multiplications.

All the parameters computed at this unit are sent to the following units on a
“per pixel” base. That is from now on we work at the pixel levelinstead of the
primitive level.

2.4.3 Texture Mapping

In the quest for realism in 3D applications, it is desirable to render real-life
alike images. One technique to achieve this goal is to scan 2Dimages and then
to map these images to 3D surfaces to create the impression of3D objects.
Thereafter, these 3D objects are projected to a bi-dimensional surface that is
usually a discrete space. This procedure is called “texturemapping” and is
widely used in real-time 3D systems. Actually this approachcan create a very
realistic rendered images, but there are some trade-offs that can be made to
trade speed for quality or vice versa. A very important problem in the texture
mapping process is the quality of the mapping process and theartifacts that can
arise due to aliasing problems. Another factor that affectsthe image quality is
the discrete representation of the textures as arrays of elements due to limited
storage space. Also, computing an exact projection of a pixel into the texture
space, in real-time systems might be too slow. Consequently, approximation
methods for performing texture mapping are used, but some rendering quality
degradation may appear. In the following sections, relevant topics involved in
the texture mapping process are described.

Direct Mapping and Inverse Mapping

There are two main methods to perform texture mapping: direct (forward)
mapping and inverse mapping. Some authors [38] refer to these methods as
texture order and screen order. In the case of direct mapping, as can be seen
in Figure 2.5, for each texture element (texel) a correspondence (location) in
the object space is found, and afterwards, by employing a projection operation,
the correspondence in the screen space is determined. This can be written in
pseudo-code as:
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Texture space
(u, v)

Object Space Screen Space
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Figure 2.5: Direct and inverse mapping.

for each u
for each v

begin
xs=x(u, v)
ys=y(u, v)
screen[xs, ys] = texture[u, v]

end
wherex andy are projection functions,screen is a buffer (array) containing
the values of each pixel of the displayed image, andtexture is an array that
holds the values of the image we want to map to a surface. Whilethis method
appears straightforward, preventing holes or overlaps in the screen space is not
a trivial process.

The other type of mapping, in screen space, consists of “walking” into
screen space and for each pixel to compute its correspondingtexels in tex-
ture space. By considering a pixel a square in the screen space, its corre-
spondence in the texture space can be a curvilinear quadrilateral and usu-
ally a filtering process is needed to obtain a single value representative for
the covered texels. In pseudo-code this type of mapping can be written as:
for each x
for each y

begin
u=ut(x, y)
v=vt(x, y)
screen[x, y] = filt_texture(u, v)

end
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whereut andvt are functions used to map pixels to texels,screen is again
a buffer (array) containing values of each pixel from the displayed image, and
filt_texture is a filter function that returns a value corresponding to the
group of texels closest to the (u,v) coordinates.

In the next sections we describe some of the possible filter functions used in
current graphic accelerators.

Texture Mapping Filter Functions

The problem of finding the most accurate value (color) corresponding to a texel
(u,v) where the coordinatesu,vare real numbers, can be solved in many ways
depending on the desired computational speed and accuracy.Since we are
interested in performing a real-time operation, finding a very accurate value
might not be the intention, but mostly to find an acceptable accurate value us-
ing a function within our speed and power consumption limits. The following
sections will briefly describe some of the most often implemented filter func-
tions in current rasterizers.

Nearest Filter

This filter is the fastest filter since the only operation it does is to return the
value of the closest texel on the texel grid. In pseudo-code this filter can be
written as:

ureal=ut(x, y)
vreal=vt(x, y)
uint=integer(ureal + 0.5)
vint=integer(vreal + 0.5)
return texel[uint, vint]

whereinteger is a function that returns the integer part of a real number.
Since the nearest filter returns only one texel, it is the fastest filter and is suit-
able even for software renderers but its filtering quality islower when com-
pared to the following filters. Using this filter serious aliasing effects can occur
due to the discrete nature of texture space.
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Linear Filter

A more suitable filter is a linear interpolation filter. For each set of coordinates
(ur, vr), as depicted in Figure 2.6, we linearly interpolate the closest four texels
values. This filter can be written as:
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Figure 2.6: Linear interpolation control points.

ureal=ut(x, y)
vreal=vt(x, y)
uint=integer(ureal)
vint=integer(vreal)
s=ureal-uint
t=vreal-vint
return (1-s)*(1-t)*texel[uint, vint]+

(1-s)*t*texel[uint, vint+1]+
s*(1-t)*texel[uint+1, vint]+
s*t*texel[uint+1, vint+1]

We remark that this type of filter should be called bilinear filter since we have
to interpolate twice, once for theu coordinate and once for thev coordinate.
Since many 3D graphics card producers refer to this filter as linear and, the
term bilinear is used for another filter that will be presented later, we will use
the most encountered term. Thus, we will refer to it as linear.
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This filter produces more accurate results than the “Nearest” filter, since it
performs a certain degree of anti-aliasing. However, the mapped image has the
tendency to become blurred compared to the previous filter which produces a
sharper image but with more visible aliasing effects.

Mip-Mapping

To reduce aliasing effects that are still visible even when alinear filter is used,
a better filter is needed. Considering that our focus is to produce real-time
graphics, it is worth considering filters that precompute asmuch information as
possible. One idea is to prefilter textures by storing a series of texture images
of decreasing resolution, compared to the original image, which attempt to
contain the same information in a smaller space. This technique is called MIP-
map [74], where MIP stands for “multum in parvo” (much in a small place). It
consists of building smaller versions of a texture from the original, each new
texture being half the size, on each dimension, of the previous one. Thus,
for instance for an image that has the initial dimensions of512 × 512 we can
build, using an anti-aliasing filter, a series of images having the dimensions
256 × 256, 128 × 128, ... ,2× 2, 1 × 1. The reason for building these images
can be explained as follows. If we want to map a256 × 265 image to a four-
pixel area on the screen, it would be very inefficient to applyan anti-aliasing
filter that takes into consideration all the texels in the texture image in real-
time. Instead, for such a case, a smaller texture which is already prefiltered
can be used, and much of initial required computational power saved. The
only remaining problem is how to select the best texture image plane(s) that
we want to map to the respective area on the screen. To solve this problem,
we have to compute aLevel of Detail(LOD) factor, which will position us on
the best texture image plane or between the two best texture image planes. A
solution to this problem is given in [26].

In Figure 2.7 a MIP-map image series modeled as a pyramid is depicted. At
the base of the pyramid is the initial image, which is the baselevel of a MIP-
map series, and then as we go to the top of the pyramid, we find the lower
resolution copies of the same image

We have to separate between two distinct situations.

1. When we have to map a number texels to a smaller number of pixels, it
is called a MINIFICATION.

2. When we have to map a number of texels to a larger number of pixels
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Figure 2.7: MIP-map image pyramid.

then we have a MAGNIFICATION situation.

The MIP-mapping technique is most useful for minification cases. In the mag-
nification case, each texel corresponds to several pixels. For this case the initial
image is always used since it is the most detailed image available.

Minification Filters There are basically four types of filters in this situation,
and we will describe each of them briefly. Assume that the LOD was com-
puted and its value is somewhere between the base level (0), and the first level
of MIP-map for which l equals 1. As shown in Figure 2.7,P0 is the value
corresponding to the LOD for the base level andP1 is the value of the LOD
corresponding to the first level, andPr is the value corresponding to the actual
LOD. The most used minification filters are:

• Nearest Mip-map Nearest- In this filter only the nearest (closest) im-
age plane (with respect to LOD) is chosen. Consequently, thenearest
filter described in Section 2.4.3 is applied to this image.

• Linear Mip-map Nearest - In this case the nearest image plane is also
chosen as in the previous case, but this time a linear filter (see Sec-
tion 2.4.3) is applied on the resulted image to obtain a better quality.
This filter it is also known as “Bilinear” or more correctly MIP-map bi-
linear since the linear filter mentioned previously is also bilinear but we
refer to it as linear to avoid confusion.
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• Nearest Mip-map Linear - In this case we do not choose only one
image plane but two, the ones that are closest to the LOD. In each of the
selected image plane a nearest filter is applied and the result is obtained
by a linear interpolation between the values computed at each image
plane.

• Linear Mip-map Linear (Trilinear) - This filter is the most compu-
tationally intensive, compared to the previous ones, sinceit takes into
consideration the closest two image planes and on each planea linear
interpolation is performed. After that, a linear interpolation is performed
between the two values found for each plane. This filter is also known
astrilinear.

Magnification Filters As we have previously mentioned in the case of mag-
nification only the base image is used. Therefore, there are only two filtering
alternatives:

• Nearest - the same as the nearest filter described in Section 2.4.3.

• Linear - performs bilinear interpolation in the base image plane being
equivalent to the linear filter described in Section 2.4.3.

Actually in this case, of magnification, the MIP-mapping process is not used
since there are no image planes constructed with more details than the base
level.

While describing the texturing process some texturing mechanism details were
omitted for clarity. In the following sections we briefly describe the following
details:

1. Mip-map level selection when using mip-maps.

2. What happens if the texture coordinates are bigger than the texture size?

Mip-map Level Selection

One reason for using mip-mapping is to increase the texture filtering quality
by using prefiltered (smaller) copies (texture planes) of the original textures.
One problem with Mipp-mapping is that additional computations for selecting
the besttexture plane(s) from which to sample the textures are required. As
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a starting point, the best texture plane is a plane for which the ratio texels per
pixel is the closest to 1.

In order to find the best texture plane(s) we can use the following parame-
ters [65]:

Let ρ(x, y) be a scale factor and the level of detail parameterλ(x, y) defined
as:

λ′(x, y) = log2(ρ(x, y)) (2.4)

λ(x, y) =















Max LOD, if λ′(x, y) > Max LOD
λ′ , Min LOD ≤ λ′ ≤ Max LOD
Min LOD, λ′ < Min LOD
undefined Min LOD > Max LOD

(2.5)

whereMax LOD andMin LOD are constants corresponding to the minimum
and the maximum level of detail. Ifλ(x, y) is less than or equal to a constantc
the texture is magnified; if it is greater, the texture is minified. Thec constant,
the minification vs. magnification switch-over point, depends on the minifica-
tion and the magnification filters. If the magnification filteris given by LIN-
EAR and the minification filter is given by NEARESTMIPMAP NEAREST
or NEARESTMIPMAP LINEAR, thenc = 0.5. This is done to ensure that a
minified texture does not appear sharper than a magnified texture. Otherwisec
= 0.

Considering that theu, v coordinates are functions ofx andy, that isu =
u(x, y), v = v(x, y) then theρ function is defined as:
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(2.6)

While Equation (2.6) gives the best result when texturing, it is often impractical
to implement. Therefore, an implementation may approximate the idealρ with
a functionf(x, y) subject to the conditions presented in [65].

Texture Wrap Modes

For practical reasons, a texture can be considered bigger than its real size. The
texture in this case is considered as having a symmetrical border on each di-
mension such that ifbs is the size of the border, then for instance the new width
of a texture becomes:wnew = wreal + 2 ∗ bs. When we described the texture
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filters (in Section 2.4.3) we used theu andv parameters to indicate the tex-
ture coordinates. Theseu andv parameters are integer parameters, whereu ∈
[0..texturerows], v ∈ [0..texturecolumns], texturerows andtexturecolumns

are powers of 2. A set of corresponding real parameterss, t can be defined that
are normalized with respect to texture size such that:

s =
u

texturecolumns

(2.7)

t =
v

texturerows
(2.8)

Supposing that we receive the s, t texture coordinates as coordinates for the
texture map, but instead of being defined on [0,1], they can also have an integer
part. In this case a value larger than 1 fors or t would result in a translated
physical texture coordinate that is higher than the corresponding size of the
texture. There are three methods that can be used to transform thes, t values
that /∈ [0, 1] to values∈ [0, 1] that will have a valid physical correspondent in
texture space.

1. Repeat - in this case the integer part of the s or t coordinates is ignored,
only the fractional part being used. For a number f, the fractional part is
f−⌊f⌋, regardless of the sign of f; recall that the floor function truncates
towards− inf.

2. Clamp - in this case the s or t coordinates are clamped to [0,1].

3. Clamp to edge - clamps texture coordinates in all mipmap levels such
that the texture filter never samples a border texel.

The color returned when clamping to edge is derived only fromtexels at the
edge of the texture image. Texture coordinates are clamped to the range [min;
max]. The minimum value is defined asmin = 1

2N
where N is the size of

the one or two-dimensional texture image in the direction ofclamping. The
maximum value is defined asmax = 1 − min so that clamping is always
symmetric about the [0, 1] mapped range of a texture coordinate.

More detailed information regarding the texturing processand its associated
computational power can be found in [65].

Anisotropic Filtering

The MIP-mapping technique is not the best texture mapping technique. For
practical reasons, it was an inexpensive solution, with respect to computational
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speed, to achieve fast texture mapping with a certain degreeof anti-aliasing.
MIP-mapping described above is based on an isotropic squarefilter shape.
This filter is variant in size, but not in shape. This means that if we look
straight to a wall, for example, the mapping will be correct,but if we have a
different angle, then the rendered image will not be accurate since pixels are no
longer projected into square texels. That is the projectionon the u and v axes
are not equal so the screen to texture space scaling is anisotropic. One method
to implement anisotropic filtering is still to preserve the trilinear technique
described above, but to perform multiple trilinear filter operations along the
direction of the anisotropy [26] [61] [13].

2.4.4 Per Fragment Operations

This section gives a brief description of the operations performed at a pixel
granularity and depicted in Figure 2.3. Although, in the OpenGL specifica-
tion [64] the Clear, Fog and Color Sum components are not considered as per-
fragment operations, they can be conceptually included in the Per Fragment
Operations group.

Clear Unit

The clear unit is used to fill the Depth buffer and/or the Colorbuffer with a
default value. The clear operation can be either implemented as a separate
2D operation, or by rendering a large primitive that would cover the entire
rendering region.

Fog Unit

This unit is responsible for generating the fog effect. A selection of linear,
exponential or squared exponential fog propagation modelscan be selected to
combine the incoming color with fog color selected by the application.

The Fog unit affects only the RGB color components while leaving the frag-
ment’s alpha component unchanged.

Color Sum

Depending on the lighting parameters, a fragment has a primary RGBA color
which is the color we normally refer as fragment’s color, butit might also have
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a secondary color, that is also named specular color. The purpose of this block
is to effectively sum the primary and the specular colors foreach fragment.

According to the OpenGL graphics system diagram [63], the specular color
comes directly from the lighting stage (unit), but practically, this is not true
since the lighting stage generates colors at a primitive (vertex) level, for in-
stance for each vertex of a triangle, while at the color sum unit, the colors at
the pixel level should be added. This means that they should pass through the
color interpolation stage (span generator). Thus, the specular color should also
be interpolated using the span generation unit, and it can not come directly
from the lighting stage.

Pixel Ownership

This test determines if the pixel at location (x, y) in the framebuffer is currently
owned by the GL window. If it is not, the window system decidesthe status
of the incoming fragment. Usually, in this case, the fragment is discarded or a
subset of the subsequent per-fragment operations are applied to the fragment.
This test allows the window system to control the GL’s behavior, for instance,
when a GL window is obscured by other windows.

We remark that there is no indication in the OpenGL specification about how
this test should be implemented. This allows for a broad spectrum of solutions.

One method of implementing this test is to allocate an ID to each window, and
each primitive, consequently each pixel of the primitive, will have assigned the
ID corresponding of its window. Also a buffer to store the ID for each pixel on
the output device is needed. The ID of the incoming pixel is compared with
the ID from the ID buffer at the pixel’s position. If the ID’s are different then
the new pixel is discarded.

Scissor Test Unit

This unit determines if a pixel’s coordinates(x, y) are inside of a rectangular
portion of a window(left, bottom, left + width, bottom + height).

If the fragment is inside the scissor window, it is passed to the next unit other-
wise it is discarded. The test is performed only when the unitis enabled.
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Alpha Test Unit

The alpha test discards a fragment conditional on the outcome of a comparison
between the incoming fragment’s alpha value and a constant reference alpha
value. If the comparison succeeds, the fragment is passed tothe next unit,
otherwise it is discarded. The comparison is performed onlywhen the unit is
enabled.

Stencil Test Unit

The stencil test conditionally discards a fragment based onthe outcome of
a comparison between the value in the stencil buffer at location (x, y) and
a reference value (refval). Both the reference value and thevalue from the
stencil buffer are AND-ed with a stencil mask, that can be setby the user or GL
driver, before being compared. When disabled, the stencil test and associated
modifications are not made, and the fragment is always passed. This unit and
the depth test unit (described in Section 2.4.4) are tightlycoupled meaning for
instance that a fragment’s corresponding stencil value (inthe stencil buffer)
cannot be updated, if it passes the stencil test, until the result of the depth
test comparison is known. Only when the stencil test fails then we now for
sure that we can modify the corresponding stencil value fromthe stencil buffer
according to a function selected by the application.

Depth Test Unit

This test (unit) compares the z value of a fragment with a value stored at frag-
ment’s (x,y) coordinates in the depth buffer

If there is no depth buffer, it is as if the depth buffer test always passes.

If the depth test fails, the incoming fragment is discarded and the stencil value
at (x,y) is updated according to the function selected for such case. If the depth
test passes then the fragment is passed to the next unit and the stencil buffer
value at (x,y) is updated accordingly to the function specified for this case.

Blending

Blending combines the incoming fragment’s R, G, B, and A values with the
R, G, B, and A values stored in the framebuffer at the incomingfragment’s
(x,y) location. As an extension, a separate blending color (constant color) can
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be used in the combine process. If an implementation is allowing the use of a
separate blending color, then an entire package of features, as described in [65],
and calledimaging subset featuresmust be supported. Since our intention is
to provide a minimum OpenGL implementation, the imaging subset features
might not be implemented so the constant color also can be eliminated. Also
the blending equation described in [65] must have multiple forms in case of
supporting imaging subset features. From now on we considerwe do not sup-
port the imaging subset extension, so we will consider only the mandatory
features. The blending process is dependent on the incomingfragment’s al-
pha value and that of the corresponding currently stored pixel. If the currently
stored pixel has no alpha value, then it is considered that ithas an alpha value
of 1.0 (maximum value for a [0,1] floating point).

Dithering

Dithering selects between two color values in order to create patterns that
would give the illusion of a higher resolution. Many dithering algorithms are
possible, but a dithered value produced by any algorithm must depend only the
incoming value and the fragment’s x and y window coordinates. If dithering is
disabled, then each color component is truncated to a fixed-point value with as
many bits as there are in the corresponding component in the framebuffer.

Logic Op

A logical operation such as AND, OR, or XOR, can be applied between the
incoming fragment’s color and the color values stored at thecorresponding lo-
cation in the framebuffer. The result replaces the values inthe framebuffer at
the fragment’s (x, y) coordinates. Logical operations are performed indepen-
dently for each red, green, blue, and alpha value of each color buffer that is
selected for writing. Actually, since a logical operation is computed bit-wise
its only restriction is that the operands to be integer values. Whenever the log-
ical operations are enabled the blending operations are automatically ignored.
Therefore, graphical application designers, depending onthe intended effects,
have the option to enable either the blending or the logical operation unit.

Masking

Each logical framebuffer that we use, according to the OpenGL specification,
should have means of enabling or disabling writing to some ofits fields.
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2.4.5 Buffers Used by The Rasterization Pipeline

Depending on the complexity of the implementation and the purpose of the
graphic hardware, the rasterizer stage can be responsible besides generating
the color for each pixel, to also generate other informationthat can be stored
in additional locations (buffers) and can be employed to increase the quality
(realism level) of the generated image. For instance, a rasterization device can
contain a sum of the following buffers: z (or depth) buffers,alpha buffers,
stencil buffers, and accumulation buffers.

• Z buffer - As described in Chapter 1, this buffer holds information about
the distance to the closest visible pixel relative to the viewer.

• Alpha buffer - This buffer can hold an opacity value very useful in blend-
ing objects or transparency effects. This buffer is usuallypart of the
color buffer.

• Stencil buffer - This buffer holds information that can be used to create
special effects such as object masking or to simulate shadowcasted by
objects. For example in a flight simulator generated image, a0 value
in the stencil buffer can be associated to pixels covered by the cockpit,
and an1 value for the pixels that should be rendered by the rasterizer.
By using this representation, a rasterizer can test the stencil values (bits)
and write in the framebuffer only the pixels that have an1 value in the
stencil buffer.

• Accumulation buffer - This buffer can be useful in a full scene anti-
aliasing process by accumulating more images and combiningthem as
requested by an algorithm. Also this buffer can be used for motion blur
effects.

2.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we described the main components of a 3D graphics pipeline.
We started by providing a short overview of a generic 3D graphics pipeline
and further-on we focused on the rasterization stage of the graphics pipeline.
A particularity of the rasterization stage is given by the explosion of data traf-
fic and computational power required to implement primitiveconversion to
fragments.
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Since an important part of any current rasterization stage is represented by the
texture mapping process, in this chapter we have emphasizedthe description
of the texture mapping process components. As we have seen there are many
ways to perform texture mapping. In this chapter we have described only the
methods that are currently implemented in hardware accelerators. Other meth-
ods such asSummed area tables[22] are not used in hardware due to the high
storage requirements. As a concluding remark for texturing, thenearestfilter
is the fastest one but it generates the worst mapping quality. The linear fil-
ter is smoother than thenearestone, but using only thelinear filter without
MIP-mapping in situations where the ratio between covered texels and cor-
responding pixels is larger than one, can significantly reduce the quality of
filtering. For such situations it is recommended to use MIP-mapping. More-
over, when the shape of the projection in texture space of a screen region is not
square then anisotropic filtering, which is significantly slower, should be used.

While texturing requires significant processing power, theother rasterization
stage operations, organized as a pipeline, are also suitable for hardware imple-
mentation. Thus, the focus in designing a 3D graphics accelerator is not only
on the texturing process but on the entire rasterization stage.





Chapter 3

GraalBench

I
n this chapter we argue that 3D benchmarks employed for desktop com-
puters are not suitable for mobile environments. Also, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no portable, publicly available benchmark suite that

can be used to guide the architectural exploration of low-power mobile de-
vices.

Therefore, in this chapter we present GraalBench, a 3D graphics benchmark
suite suitable for evaluating 3D graphics on low-power, mobile systems, in
particular mobile phones. These benchmarks were collectedto facilitate the
work presented in this thesis. It includes several games as well as virtual real-
ity applications such as 3D museum guides. Applications were selected on the
basis of several criteria. For example, CAD/CAM applications, such as con-
tained in the Viewperf package [69], were excluded because it is unlikely that
they will be offered on mobile devices. Other characteristics we considered
are resolution and polygon count.

A second goal of this chapter is to provide a detailed quantitative workload
characterization of the collected benchmarks. For each rasterization unit, we
determine if it is used by the benchmark, and collect severalstatistics such as
the number of fragments that bypass the unit, fragments thatare processed by
the unit and pass the test, and fragments that are processed but fail the test.
Such statistics can be used to guide the development of mobile 3D graphics
architectures. For example, a unit that is rarely used mightnot be supported
by a low-power accelerator or it might be implemented using less resources.
Furthermore, if many fragments are discarded before the final tests the pixel
pipeline of the last stages might be narrower than the width of earlier stages.

This chapter is organized as follows. Previous work on 3D graphics bench-
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marking is described in Section 3.1. In this section we also give reasons why
current 3D graphics benchmarks are not appropriate for mobile environments.
Section 3.2 describes the components of the proposed benchmark suite. Sec-
tion 3.3 describes our tracing environment and explains howthe benchmarks
were obtained. Section 3.4 provides a workload characterization of the bench-
marks and discusses architectural implications. Conclusions are given in Sec-
tion 3.5.

3.1 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, portable 3D graphics benchmarks specifically
targeted at low-power architectures have not been proposed. Furthermore, ex-
isting benchmarks cannot be considered to be suited for embedded 3D graph-
ics architectures. For example, consider SPEC’s Viewperf [69], a well-known
benchmark suite used to evaluate 3D graphics accelerator cards employed in
desktop computers. These benchmarks are unsuitable for low-power graphics
because of the following:

• The Viewperf benchmarks are designed for high-resolution output de-
vices, but the displays of current wireless systems have a limited resolu-
tion. Specifically, by default the Viewperf package is running at resolu-
tions above SVGA (800x600 pixels), while common display resolutions
for mobile phones are QCIF (176x144) and QVGA (320x240).

• The Viewperf benchmarks use a large number of polygons in order to
obtain high picture quality (most benchmarks have more than20,000
triangles per frame [51]). Translated to a mobile platform,most ren-
dered polygons will be smaller than one pixel so their contribution to
the generated images will be small or even invisible. Specifically, the
polygon count of the Viewperf benchmarks DRV, DX, ProCDRS, and
MedMCAD is too high for mobile devices.

• Some benchmarks of Viewperf are CAD/CAM applications and use
wire-frame rendering modes. It is unlikely that such applications will
be offered on mobile platforms.

Except Viewperf, there are no publicly-available, portable 3D graphics bench-
mark suites. Although there are several benchmarking suites [18, 19] based on
the DirectX API, they are not suitable for our study since DirectX implementa-
tions are available only on Windows systems. After we proposed GraalBench,
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other benchmarking suites were proposed. For instance, theSPMark04 [20]
benchmarking suite, although more suitable for portable graphics than previ-
ously mentioned suites, is only available as a binary for several platforms.

There have been several studies related to 3D graphics workload characteri-
zation (e.g., [51, 23]). Most related to our investigation is the study of Mitra
and Chiueh [51], since they also considered dynamic, polygonal 3D graphics
workloads. Dynamic means that the workloads consist of several consecutive
image frames rather than individual images, which allows tostudy techniques
that exploit the coherence between consecutive frames. Polygonal means that
the basic primitives are polygons, which are supported by all existing 3D chips.
The main differences between that study and our workload characterization
are that Mitra and Chiueh considered high-end applications(Viewperf, among
others) and measured different statistics.

Recently, a number of mobile 3D graphics accelerators [9, 67] have been pre-
sented. In both works particular benchmarks were employed to evaluate the
accelerators. However, little information is provided about the benchmarks
and they have not been made publicly available.

Another reason for the limited availability of mobile 3D graphics benchmarks
is that until recently there was no generally accepted API for 3D graphics on
mobile phones. Recently, due to high interest in embedded 3Dgraphics, APIs
suitable for mobile 3D graphics such as OpenGL ES [35], Java mobile 3D
Graphics API (JSR-184) [34], and Mobile GL [12] have appeared. Currently,
however, there are no 3D benchmarks written using these APIs. So, we have
used OpenGL applications. Furthermore, our benchmarks useonly a part of
the OpenGL functionality which is also supported by OpenGL ES.

3.2 The GraalBench Benchmark Set

In this section we describe the components of our benchmark set and we also
present general characteristics of the workloads.

The proposed benchmark suite consists of the following components:

Q3L and Q3H Quake III [43] or Q3, for short, is a popular interactive 3D
game belonging to the shooter games category. A screenshot of this
game is depicted in Figure 3.1(a). Even though it can be considered
outdated for contemporary PC-class graphics accelerators, it is an ap-
propriate and demanding application for low-power devices. Q3 has a
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Figure 3.1: Screenshots of the GraalBench workloads

flexible design and permits many settings to be changed such as image
size and depth, texture quality, geometry detail, types of texture filter-
ing, etc. We used two profiles for this workload in order to determine
the implications of different image sizes and object complexity. The
first profile, which will be referred to as Q3H, uses a relatively high im-
age resolution and objects detail. The second profile, Q3L, employs a
low resolution and objects detail. Q3 makes extensive use ofblending
operations in order to implement multiple texture passes.

Tux Racer (Tux) [70] This is a freely available game that runs on Linux.
The goal of this game is to drive a penguin down a mountain terrain
as quickly as possible, while collecting herring. The imagequality is
higher than that of Q3. Tux makes extensive use of automatic texture co-
ordinate generation functions. A screenshot can be seen in Figure 3.1(b).

AWadvs-04 (AW) [69] This test is part of the Viewperf 6.1.2 package. In this
test a fully textured human model is viewed from different angles and
distances. As remarked before, the other test in the Viewperf package are
not suitable for low-power accelerators, because they represent high-end
applications or are from an application domain not likely tobe offered
on mobile platforms. A screenshot of AW is depicted in Figure3.1(c).

ANL, GRA, and DIN These three VRML scenes were chosen based on their
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diversity and complexity. ANL is a virtual model of AustrianNational
Library and consists of 10292 polygons, GRA is a model of GrazUni-
versity of Technology, Austria and consists of 8859 polygons, and Dino
(DIN) is a model of a dinosaur consisting of 4300 polygons. Inorder
to obtain a workload similar to one that might be generated bya typical
user, we created “fly-by” scenes. Initially, we used VRWeb [55] to navi-
gate through the scenes, but we found that the VRMLView [42] naviga-
tor produces less texture traffic because it uses theglBindTexture
mechanism. Screenshots of ANL, GRA, and DIN are depicted in Fig-
ures 3.1(d),(e), and (f).

GraalBench is the result of extensive searching on the WorldWide Web. Al-
though there are more OpenGL applications available, most represent high-end
applications and thus are not suited to evaluate low-power 3D graphics archi-
tectures.

Recently, several links to 3D games were provided on Mesa’s website [58].
However, these games such as Doom, Heretic, and Quake II belong to the
same category as Quake III and Tux Racer, and therefore do notrepresent
benchmarks with substantially different characteristics. We, therefore, decided
not to include them.

Applications using the latest technologies (Vertex and Pixel Shaders) avail-
able on desktop 3D graphics accelerators were also not included since these
technologies are not supported by the embedded 3D graphics APIs mentioned
in Section 3.1. We expect that more 3D graphics applicationsfor low-power
mobile devices will appear when accelerators for these platforms will be intro-
duced.

3.3 Tracing Environment

In this section we describe the environment we used to createthe benchmarks.
One of the required tools for our project is an OpenGL compliant tracer, that
can log the calls made by an application to an OpenGL library.Such a tool can
indicate which OpenGL functions are frequently used by applications. Thus it
can provide hints about what functionality should be implemented in hardware
in an OpenGL accelerator. Because some of the OpenGL functions depend
on implicit state variables (Section 3.3.6), those functions must be explicitly
expanded in self-contained functions in order to make a reproducible trace.
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Figure 3.2: OpenGL scenario.

3.3.1 OpenGL Environment

A typical OpenGL environment is depicted in Figure 3.2. Applications call
OpenGL functions in order to perform 3D rendering. The OpenGL library
core determines if there is hardware support for the application call or it must
execute in software the required function. The modality in which application is
bound (linked) to the OpenGL library is important for the tracing mechanism
to work properly. On our targeted systems (Linux and Windows) there are two
possible linking methods:

• Static Linking

In this case the required libraries are encapsulated in the executable im-
age of the application. The advantage of this type of linkingis that the
application does not need other external libraries for its execution but
the disadvantage is that this scheme is usually not flexible enough for
OpenGL applications. If a new version of the library is developed the
application cannot use the new version. Our tracing mechanism cannot
be used if this type of linking is chosen.

• Dynamic Linking

In this linking scheme the executable holds only links to required func-
tions from external libraries. At run-time a dynamic linkeror even the
application can obtain links to instances of the required functions from
external libraries. This linking scheme is more flexible andby compar-
ison to static linking it has the advantage that it reduces the size of the
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executable since each application will access a common library instead
of encapsulating it. Also, if a new version of the library is developed all
the applications can take advantage of the new library.

The dynamic linking scheme is useful for tracing the behavior of applications
since libraries can be cascaded so that a tracing library canbe placed between
the application and the real library. Even though under different operating
systems they have different extensions (under Windows theyhave a .dll exten-
sion and under Linux they have a .so extension) the dynamic linkable libraries
(DLL’s) have the same behavior.

3.3.2 OpenGL Tracers

Different OpenGL tracing solutions are currently available. One solution is
provided for instance byZAPdb OpenGL debugger, from IBM, that is closely
linked with a particular OpenGL implementation. Even if it appears that it
provides extensive support for OpenGL, we could not trace Quake III [43]
under Windows with it. Another OpenGL (actually IRIX GL) debugger is
gldebug from SGI. This debugger was not available neither on Windowsnor
on Linux systems and it was not tested.

Recently theMesalibrary incorporates tracing support, but it is not completely
implemented. Another disadvantage of the Mesa tracer is that it can be used
only with the Mesa library. Real OpenGL independent approach (standalone)
to tracing OpenGL calls was taken by thegltrace library from Stanford. This
tracer is available for Linux and also for Windows systems. It can generate
complete traces of execution for the Quake III game but only if OpenGL ex-
tensions are turned off. Even though it can generate even binary traces (for
increased performance), it does not support OpenGL multitexturing extension.
Also no source code is available.

Another OpenGL tracing library isspyGLass[68]. This tracer automatically
generates the library code based on SGI specification for each OpenGL func-
tion. This library is not yet completely usable, and moreover since it generates
the tracing code automatically it cannot generate completetraces.

Finally, theGLtrace [66] library available from Hawksoft was evaluated. For
this library there is also source code available. This library is one of the most
complete OpenGL trace library, but it does not log completely reproducible
OpenGL calls. It has also the disadvantage that the logging process is per-
formed only in text mode (slow).
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3.3.3 Grtrace

This sections describes our OpenGL tracer (Grtrace), used to trace relevant
applications to our project. Grtrace is an improved versionof the GLtrace
version 2.3 OpenGL tracer. The main improvements of Grtraceover Gltrace
are:

• The code was rearranged into a more conventional coding style.
OpenGL extensions were placed in a separate ext.c file instead of the
ext.h header file. In the header files mostly external declarations of com-
mon variables and functions remained.

• Some minor errors were eliminated. For instance GlTrace logged
glTranslatef function as glTranslated.

• A GLX function GLXChooseVisual, when logged verbosely, wascrash-
ing the library if it could not find a suitable context, due to passing a
NULL pointer to a XVisualInfo structure to the logger.

• Initial support for the following extension functions was added:
glTexImage3D, glCompressedTexImage2DARB, glCompressed-
TexSubImage2DARB, glFlushVertexArrayRangeNV, glVertexAr-
rayRangeNV, glCombinerParameterfNV, glCombinerParameteriNV,
glCombinerInputNV, glCombinerOutputNV, glFinalCombinerInputNV
and glColorTableEXT.

• On Windows platforms the default behavior when an extensionfunction
is requested by an application from the OpenGL library was modified. If
the application requests a pointer to a function that is not implemented
in the Grtrace library, but it is implemented in the target OpenGL imple-
mentation, the library will return to the application a pointer to the real
function and will also put in the trace log a warning message that the
function is not traceable instead of just stopping the application. This
behavior has the advantage that applications can be executed even if
there are new extension functions that are not implemented in Grtrace
but will be implemented in future OpenGL implementations.

• Added support for binary logging. Even though the support for binary
logging is not yet complete, the tracer can be used to trace several “de-
manding” applications in binary mode. As explained in Section 3.3.5
this improves tracing performance.
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3.3.4 Generating Portable Traces

One design issue about OpenGL is that the initialization of the graphics win-
dows and context is window manager dependent. Since our goalis to log and
reproduce OpenGL calls on two target systems (Windows and Linux) we need
a flexible mechanism to transform window dependend calls to independent
generic calls. While an application uses GLX calls to initialize OpenGL ren-
dering under Linux, or WGL calls under Windows, the initialization sequence
is similar and the main operations are as follows:

• Look for an appropriate OpenGL implementation

• Create an OpenGL context

• Create a window

• Assign the OpenGL context to the window

• Display window

These operations can be synthesized in a portable way using two functions:

• CreateContext - This function creates a rendering context with the re-
quired OpenGL features (if required also a window).

• MakeCurrent - This function assigns an existing rendering context to the
current rendering window.

Even if the text mode based log of Grtrace logs the calls in a windows depen-
dent manner (one to one function mapping), in the binary log mode the calls
are logged in a portable way such that they can be reproduced on either Linux
or Windows.

The above mentioned function are not the only system dependent functions.
For example, the function that swaps rendering buffers (e.g., glXSwapBuffers)
is also platform specific but it is also logged into a portablemanner.

3.3.5 Improving Tracing Performance

Since the tracing operation can slow down the running application consider-
ably as well as modify the behavior of interactive applications, it is worth
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considering techniques to improve the tracing speed. If thetracing perfor-
mance is slow, then the collected calls can be be significantly different from
the ones normally used since the application might skip rendering some of the
frames. Initially Grtrace was generating text logs, but this approach is quite
slow since for each logged function formatting of the parameters must be done
in real-time and this can induce large latencies in rendering. One optimiza-
tion is to perform binary logging. In this approach the overhead for logging
calls is reduced considerably. An even faster method is to use a buffering sys-
tem. Considering the binary format chosen for logging, a significant number
of requests can be used to log only small chunks of data. For instance, in the
fragment code:

void GLAPIENTRY glAlphaFunc (GLenum func, GLclampf ref)
{

STARTBIN(TKG_ALPHAFUNC); //writes 2 bytes
CMDLEN(8); //command body len. writes 2 or 4 bytes
print_value_bin(_GLenum, &func); //write 4 bytes
print_value_bin(_GLclampf, &ref); //write 4 bytes
ENDBIN;

//call to the target glAlphaFunc
GLV.glAlphaFunc (func, ref);

}

each call to theprint value bin function writes 4 bytes. First an integer is
written and secondly a float. If theprint value bin function is implemented
directly usingfwrite calls then a significant overhead occurs for only 8 bytes.
By using a buffering scheme and calling thefwrite for larger chunks of data
increases performance significantly.

3.3.6 Reproducing OpenGL Calls Made by Applications

One of the important difference between Grtrace and a conventional tracer that
just logs OpenGL calls is that it performs complete logs of calls. For example
if an application calls a function that has a parameter that points to a data
structure (e.g., texture), a conventional logger would only log the pointer as an
address without any information about the contents of the data structure. But
if it is desired to reproduce the same call later on, a complete knowledge of the
data the pointer refers to is required.
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Problematic OpenGL Calls

In order to increase the rendering performance of hardware OpenGL imple-
mentations, starting with version 1.1 of the OpenGL specifications, new func-
tions were added. Flexible OpenGL implementations have a client-server ar-
chitecture. The client part of the OpenGL is responsible forreceiving com-
mands from applications, while the server part handles the execution of the
commands received by the client side. The server part of the library can be
executed on a different machine than the client part using for instance, a com-
puter network protocol to communicate (e.g., the GLX protocol). Even if the
client and the server components are running on the same machine they do
not access the graphics hardware directly. While this approach is very flex-
ible it has a major limitation: all data must be copied from the client to the
server. This process can slow the rendering process considerably. Since all the
commands are executed indirectly this rendering method is also calledindirect
rendering. In order to overcome this problem, flexibility was traded for speed
and most hardware vendors are using adirect renderingmethod. In this case
the OpenGL implementation accesses the graphics hardware directly, so actu-
ally the client and the server components are located on the same machine and
they share the same memory space.

One of the improvements to increase the rendering speed, introduced in
OpenGL 1.1, was support for arrays. Typical 3D applicationsare rendering
hierarchical scenes based on objects. Each object is decomposed into triangles
(primitives) in order to be rendered. Most of the time objects are sharing ver-
tices. Instead of sending the information related to each vertex multiple times,
arrays of properties (e.g., vertex coordinates, colors, texture coordinates) can
be formed and sent from the application to the OpenGL implementation. The
vertex arrays can be stored, for instance, in a local fast memory on the graph-
ics accelerator. Each time the information for a vertex is required only an
array index is sent instead of resending all the informationrelated to the re-
spective vertex. In the OpenGL standard the functions related to arrays are
implemented using a call-by-reference mechanism. For eachproperty that an
application creates an array of, it must call the corresponding OpenGL func-
tion. For example, if an application creates an array with the coordinates of
some vertices, it uses theglVertexPointerfunction declared as:

void glVertexPointer( int size, enum type,
sizei stride, void *pointer);
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where

size specifies the number of coordinates per vertex,
type specifies the data type of each coordinate,
stride specifies the byte offset between consecutive vertices,
pointer is the pointer to the beginning of the array.

After specifying the arrays, an application might refer to any array element by
sending, to the OpenGL library, the index of the element using theglArrayEle-
mentfunction. By sending only the array indices instead of the content of the
array, applications can save substantial data traffic amounts.

However, since there isno parameter for the number of vertices in the array,
the size of the array is not known and the array cannot be logged. One solution
to this problem was to introduce extension functions that can be used by appli-
cations to specify the size of the array or the range of the elements that need
to be rendered. However, applications are not required to use these extensions.
Therefore, OpenGL tracers must expand eachglArrayElementcall into basic
operations. Furthermore, since our tracer cannot log arrays without knowing
their lengths, in order to make a complete trace, all the functions related to
arrays have to be decomposed.

Some of the relevant functions that need expanding in order to be logged prop-
erly areglArrayElement, glDrawArrays, andglDrawElements. These func-
tions can be expanded as described in the OpenGL Specification [65].

In addition to the tracer, we developed a trace player that plays the obtained
traces. It can play recorded frames as fast as the OpenGL implementation
allows. It does not skip any frame so the workload generated is always the
same. The workload statistics were collected using our own OpenGL simulator
based on Mesa [58], which is a public-domain implementationof OpenGL.

3.4 Workload Characterization

This section starts by providing general characteristics of the proposed compo-
nents followed by the detailed analysis of results we obtained by running the
proposed benchmark set. For each unit of a typical rasterization pipeline we
present the relevant characteristics followed by the architectural implications.
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Bench.ResolutionFrames Textures
Received
Triangles

Processed
Triangles

Area

(MB) Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max.

Q3L 320x240 1,379 12.84 4.5k 9.7k 3.25k 6.8k 422k 1,327k
Q3H 640x480 1,379 12.84 4.6k 9.8k 3.36k 6.97k 1,678k5,284k
Tux 640x480 1,363 11.71 3k 4.8k 1.8k 2.97k 760k 1,224k
AW 640x480 603 3.25 23k 25.7k10.55k13.94k 63k 307k
ANL 640x480 600 1.8 4.45k14.2k 4.45k 14.2k 776k 1,242k
GRA 640x480 599 2.1 4.9k 10.8k 3.6k 6.9k 245k 325k
DIN 640x480 600 1.7 4.15k 4.3k 4.15k 4.3k 153k 259k

Table 3.1: General statistics of the benchmarks

3.4.1 General Characteristics

Table 3.1 present some general statistics of the workloads.The characteristics
and statistics presented in this table are:

Image resolution Currently, low-power accelerator should be able to handle
scenes with a typical resolution of 320x240 pixels. Since inthe near
future the typical resolution is expected to increase we decided to use
a resolution of 640x480. The Q3L benchmark uses a lower resolution
(320x240) in order to study the impact of changing the resolution.

Frames The total number of frames in each test.

Avg. triangles The average number of triangles sent to the rasterizer per
frame.

Avg. processed trianglesThe average number of triangles per frame that re-
mained after backface culling, i.e., the triangles that remained after elim-
inating the triangles that are invisible because they are facing backwards
from the observer’s viewpoint.

Avg. area The average number, per frame, of fragments/pixels after scan con-
version.

Texture size The total size of all textures per workload. This quantity gives
an indication of the amount of texture memory required.

Maximum triangles The maximum number of triangles that were sent for
one frame. Because most 3D graphics accelerators implementonly ras-
terization, this statistic is an approximation of the bandwidth required
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for geometry information, since triangles need to be transferred from
the CPU to the accelerator via a system bus. We assume that triangles
are represented individually. Sharing vertices between adjacent triangles
allows to reduce the bus bandwidth required. This quantity also deter-
mines the throughput required in order to achieve real-timeframe rates.
We remark that the maximum number rather than the average number of
triangles per frame determines the required bandwidth and throughput.

Maximum processed triangles per frameThe maximum number of trian-
gles that remained after backface culling over all frames.

Maximum area per frame The maximum number of fragments after scan
conversion, over all frames.

Several observations can be drawn from Table 3.1. First, it can be observed
from the columns labeled “Received triangles” that the scenes generated by
Tux and Dino have a relatively low complexity, that Q3, ANL, and Graz consist
of medium complexity scenes, and that AW produces the most complex scenes
by far. Second, backface culling is effective in eliminating invisible triangles.
It eliminates approximately 30% of all triangles in the Q3 benchmarks, 24%
in Graz, and more than half (55%) of all triangles in AW. Backface culling
is not enabled in the ANL and Dino workloads. If we consider the largest
number of triangles remaining after backface culling (14236 for ANL) and
assume that each triangle is represented individually and requires 28 bytes
(xyz coordinates, 4 bytes each, rgb for color and alpha for transparency, 1
byte each, and uvw texture coordinates, 4 bytes each) for each of its vertices,
the required bus bandwidth is approximately 1.2MB/frame or35.9MB/s to
render 30 frames per second. Finally, we remark that the largest amount of
texture memory is required by the Q3 and Tux benchmarks, and that the other
benchmarks require a relatively small amount of texture memory.

3.4.2 Detailed Workload Statistics

An important aspect for 3D graphics benchmarking is to determine possible
bottlenecks in a 3D graphics environment since the 3D graphics environment
has pipeline structure and different parts of the pipeline can be implemented
on separate computing resources such as general purpose processors or graph-
ics accelerators. Balancing the load on the resources is an important decision.
Bottlenecks in the TnL part of the pipeline can be generated by applications
that have a large number of primitives, i.e. substantial geometry computation
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load, where each primitive has a small size, i.e. reduced impact on the ras-
terization part of the pipeline, while bottlenecks in the rasterization part are
usually generated byfill intensiveapplications that are using a small number
of primitives where each primitive covers a substantial part of the scene. An
easy way to determine if an application is for instance rasterization intensive is
to remove the rasterization part from the graphics pipelineand determine the
speed up.

The components of the GraalBench were also chosen to stress various parts
of the pipeline. For instance theAW andDIN components generate an almost
constant number of primitives while the generated area varies substantially
across frames, thus in these scenarios the T&L part of the pipeline has a virtu-
ally constant load while the rasterization part has a variable load. This behav-
ior, depicted in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, can emphasize the role of the rasterization
part of the pipeline. The number of trianglesreceivedgives an indication of
the triangles that have to be transformed and lit, while the number of triangles
processedgives an indication of the triangles that were sent to the rasteriza-
tion stage after clipping and culling. Other components, e.g., Tux and GRA, as
depicted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, generate a variable number of triangles while
the generated area is almost constant for long frame sequences, thus they can
be used to profile bottlenecks in the T&L part of the graphics pipeline. The
remaining componentsQ3andANL, as depicted in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 provide
a balanced load between the T&L and rasterization stages.

Another important aspect beside the variation of the workload for a certain
pipeline stage is also the stress strength of the various workload. For con-
venience, in Table 3.2 is also presented a rough view of the stress variation
and stress strength along the 3D graphics pipeline. The stress variation repre-
sents how much varies a workload from one frame to another, while the stress
strength represents the load generated by each workload.

On the proposed benchmarks we determined that, for a software implemen-
tation, the most computationally intensive part of the graphics pipeline is the
rasterization part. This is the reason for which only the rasterizer stage was
additionally studied.

The units for which we further gathered results were described in Chapter 2
and the relation among various units is depicted in Figure 2.3 on page 23.

Triangle Setup, EdgeWalk, and Span Interpolation: We used the same
algorithm as employed in the Mesa library rasterizer. We remark that the num-
ber of processed triangles in Table 3.3 is smaller than the number of processed
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Figure 3.3: Triangle and area statistics for the AW component

Bench. T&L Rasterization
Var. Str. Var. Str.

Q3L med med med med
Q3H med med med high
Tux med low low med
AW low high high low
ANL high med med med
GRA high med med low
DIN low med med low

Table 3.2: Stress Variation and Stress Strength on various stages of the 3D
Graphics Pipeline
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Figure 3.4: Triangle and area statistics for the DIN component

triangles in Table 3.1 because some triangles were small anddiscarded using
supplementary tests, such as a small triangle filter. The average number of
processed triangles is the lowest for Tux, medium for Q3 and VRML compo-
nents, and substantially higher for AW considering that thenumber of triangles
for the AW and VRML components were generated in approximatively half as
many frames as the number of frames in Q3 and Tux. The numbers of gen-
erated spans and fragments also give an indication of the processing power
required at the EdgeWalk and Span Interpolation units. The AW benchmark
generates on average only 4 spans per triangle and approximately 2 fragments
per span. These results show that the benchmark that could create a pipeline
bottleneck in these units is the AW benchmark since it has small triangles
(small impact on the rest of the pipeline) and it has the largest number of tri-
angles (that are processed at the Triangle Setup).

Clear Unit: As can be seen in Table 3.4, the Q3 benchmark uses only depth
buffer clearing, except for one initial color buffer clear.Q3 exploits the obser-
vation that all pixels from a scene are going to be filled at least once so there is
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Figure 3.5: Triangle and area statistics for the Tux components

Q3L Q3H Tux AW

Triangles processed 4,147k 4,430k 2,425k 5,537k
Generated spans 58,837k 117,253k 27,928k 20,288k

Generated fragments
(frags.)

581,887k 2,306,487k 1,037,222k 38,044k

ANL GRA DIN

Triangles processed 2,528k 1,992k 2,487k
Generated spans 66,806k 14,419k 23,901k

Generated fragments
(frags.)

466,344k 146,604k 91,824k

Table 3.3: Triangle Setup, Edge Walk, and Span Interpolation statistics
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Figure 3.6: Triangle and area statistics for the GRA component

no need to clear the color buffer. The other benchmarks have an equal number
of depth and color buffer clears. Although the clear function is called a rela-
tively small number of times, the number of cleared pixels can be as high as
20% of the pixels generated by the rasterizer. This implies that this unit should
be optimized for long write burst to the graphics memory.

Texture Unit: Depending on the texturing filter chosen, the texture color
is obtained by a direct look-up in a texture map or by a linear interpolation
between several colors (up to 8 colors in the case of trilinear interpolation).

The results obtained for the texture unit are depicted in Figure 3.9. The Q3 and
VV benchmarks used the texture unit for all fragments, whilethe Tux and AW
benchmarks used texturing for 75% and 90% of the fragments respectively.

This unit is the most computationally intensive unit of a rasterizer and can
easily become a pipeline bottleneck, thus it should be highly optimized for
speed. Beside requiring high computational power, this unit also requires a
large number of accesses to the texture memory . However, dueto high spatial
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Figure 3.7: Triangle and area statistics for the Q3L component

Q3L Q3H Tux AW

Clear depth calls 5,470 5,470 1,363 603
Clear color calls 1 1 1,363 604

Clear depth pixels 105,821k 423,284k 418,714k 185,242k
Clear color pixels 76,800 307,200 418,714k 185,549k

ANL GRA DIN

Clear depth calls 601 600 602
Clear color calls 601 600 602

Clear depth pixels 184,320k 184,013k 189,934k
Clear color pixels 184,320k 184,013k 189,934k

Table 3.4: Clear statistics
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Figure 3.8: Triangle and area statistics for the ANL component

locality, even by adding a small texture cache, the traffic from the off-chip
texture memory to the texture unit can be substantially reduced[10].

Fog Unit: Only the Tux benchmark uses the fog unit and it was enabled
for 84% of the fragments. From the three types of fog (linear,exponential,
and squared exponential) only linear was used. The results suggest that for
these low-end applications the fog unit is seldomly used andthat it might be
implemented using slower components or that this unit can beimplemented
off the critical path.

Scissor Unit: Only Q3 employed scissoring. All incoming fragments were
processed and passed the test, so even in this case the test isredundant since
no fragments were rejected. Normally, the scissor unit is used to restrict the
drawing process to a certain rectangular region of the imagespace. In Q3
this unit, besides being always enabled for the whole size ofthe image space
(to clip primitives outside it), in some cases it is also usedto clear the depth
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component of a specific region of the image so that certain objects (interface
objects) will always be in front of other objects (normal scene). Even though
it might be used intensively by some applications, this unitperforms simple
computations, such as comparisons, and performs no memory accesses so it
does not require substantial computational power.

Alpha Unit: This unit was used only in Q3 and Tux. Furthermore, Q3
used the alpha unit only for a very small number of fragments (0.03%). The
only comparison function used wasGreater or Equal. However, this is not a
significant property since the other comparison functions (modes) do not re-
quire a substantial amount of extra hardware to be implemented. The number
of passed fragments could not be determined since the texturing unit of our
graphics simulator is not yet complete, and the alpha test depends on the al-
pha component that can be modified by the texture processing unit. However,
this unit is used significantly only for the Tux benchmark so this is the only
benchmark that could have produced different results. Furthermore, the propa-
gated error for the results we obtained can be at most 7.8% since 92.2% of the
fragments generated by Tux bypassed this unit. We, therefore, assumed that
all fragments passed the alpha test. This corresponds to theworst case. Since
this unit is seldomly used, it could be implemented using a more conservative
strategy toward allocated resources.

Depth Unit: This unit was used intensively by all benchmarks as can be
seen in Table 3.5. While the Tux, AW, and VRML benchmarks write almost
all fragments that passed the depth test to the depth buffer,the Q3 benchmark
writes to the depth buffer only 36% of the fragments that passed the test. This
is expected since Q3 uses multiple steps to apply textures toprimitives and
so it does not need to write to the depth buffer at each step. This unit should
definitely be implemented in an aggressive manner with respect to throughput
(processing power) and latency, since for instance the depth buffer read/write
operations used at this unit are quite expensive.

Blending Unit: As depicted in Figure 3.9, this unit is used only by the Q3
and Tux benchmarks. The AW and VRML benchmarks do not use thisunit
since they use only single textured primitives and all blending operations are
performed at the texturing stage. Q3, on the other hand, usesa variety of blend-
ing modes, while Tux employs only a very common blending mode(source =
incoming pixel alpha and dest = 1 - incoming pixel alpha). An explanation
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Q3L Q3H Tux AW

Incoming frags. 581,887k 2,306,487k 1,037,222k 38,044k
Processed frags. 578,345k 2,292,357k 512,618k 38,044k

Passed frags. 461,045k 1,822,735k 473,738k 35,037k
Frags. written to
the depth buffer

166,624k 666,633k 462,520k 35,037k

ANL GRA DIN

Incoming frags. 466,344k 146,604k 91,824k
Processed frags. 466,344k 146,604k 91,824k

Passed frags. 281,684k 137,109k 73,268k
Frags. written to
the depth buffer

281,684k 137,109k 73,268k

Table 3.5: Depth statistics

why Tux manages to use only this mode is that Tux uses the alphatest instead
of multiple blending modes. Alpha tests are supposed to be less computation-
ally intensive than blending operations since there is onlyone comparison per
fragment, while the blending unit performs up to 8 multiplications and 4 addi-
tions per fragment. Based on its usage and computational power required, the
implementation of this unit should be tuned toward performance.

Unused Units: The LogicOp, Stencil and Color Sum units are not used by
any benchmark. The dithering unit is used only by the AW benchmark (for all
fragments that passed the blending stage). Since these units are expected to be
hardly used their implementation could be tuned toward low-power efficiency.

3.4.3 Architectural Implications Based on Unit Usage

In this section the usage of each unit for the selected benchmarks is presented.
The statistics are gathered separately for each benchmark.Figure 3.9 breaks
down the number of fragments received by each unit into fragments that by-
passed the unit, fragments that were processed by the unit and passed the test,
and fragments that failed the test. All values are normalized to the number of
fragments generated by the Span Interpolation unit.

From Figure 3.9 it can be seen that the Q3 benchmark is quite scalable and
the results obtained for the low resolution profile (Q3L) aresimilar with the
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Figure 3.9: Unit usage

results obtained for the high resolution profile (Q3H). The Q3 benchmark can
be characterized as an application that uses textures for most of its primitives.
The Tux component is also using textures for more than 70% of its primitives,
and it also uses the fog unit. The AW component does not use thescissor test as
the others are doing and also it has no pixels rejected at the depth test. Another
difference from the previous components is that AW is also using the dithering
mechanism in order to improve the image quality on displays with a low color
depth. Some architectural implications based on the units usage are: Some
of the units such as Color sum, LogicOp and Stencil were not used, so they
might not be implemented in hardware. Some units such as Fog and Alpha
were less used and they can be also be implemented outside thecritical path.
The Depth and Blending units should be hardwired units and tuned toward
performance. The texture unit should be definitely focused upon for a high
performance implementation since, due to the processing power required, it
can easily become a bottleneck for the graphics pipeline.

3.5 Conclusions

Although high-end 3D graphics benchmarks have been available for some
time, there are no benchmark suites dedicated to embedded 3Dgraphics ac-
celerators. In this chapter we have described a set of relevant applications
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for embedded 3D graphics accelerators performance evaluation. Also one of
the objectives of this chapter was to determine what features of 3D graphics
implementations are used in relevant 3D graphics applications. We have also
identified a number of units from the 3D graphics pipeline which are inten-
sively used such as the texture and the depth units, while forinstance, stencil,
fog, and dithering units being rarely used.

In Chapter 4 we analyze the bandwidth requirements of a conventional and a
tile-based renderer using the benchmarks described in thischapter.





Chapter 4

Memory Bandwidth Requirements of
Tile-Based Rendering

E
xternal memory accesses are a major source of power consump-
tion [16, 31]. They often dissipate more energy than the datapaths and
the control units. Moreover, accesses to external memoriescan be sev-

eral times slower than accesses to on-chip memories and theycan significantly
limit the performance of graphics accelerators. Tile-based rendering reduces
the amount of external data traffic and, hence, the power consumption by using
small, on-chip buffers, so that only the pixels visible in the final scene need to
be stored in the external framebuffer. On the other hand, however, a tile-based
renderer may require that each triangle is sent to the graphics accelerator more
than once, since a triangle might overlap more than one tile.Moreover, given
that the amount of chip area is limited, very little area can be devoted to lo-
cal memory. So, we are faced with two opposite goals: reduce the amount of
external memory traffic as much as possible while, at the sametime, using as
little internal memory as possible.

In this chapter we examine the memory bandwidth requirements for tile-based
3D graphics accelerators. First, we examine how the amount of external data
traffic varies with the tile size. The results show that a tilesize of 32×32
pixels yields the best trade-off between the data traffic volume and the amount
of area dedicated to on-chip buffers. By increasing the tilesize beyond32×32
pixels, the amount of external data traffic is only marginally reduced. Also,
decreasing the tile size under32× 32 pixels, increases the external data traffic
substantially. Second, we measure how much external data traffic is saved by
a tile-based renderer compared to a traditional renderer. The results show that
the tile-based architecture reduces the total amount of external data traffic by

69
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a factor of 1.96 compared to the traditional architecture.

This chapter is organized as follows. After discussing related work in Sec-
tion 4.1, we describe in more detail the data traffic components for conven-
tional and tile-based rendering models in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the re-
sults of our experiments are presented. First, we determinethe influence of the
tile size on the amount of external data traffic. Second, we measure how much
external data traffic is saved by employing a tile-based architecture instead of
a conventional architecture. Conclusions and given in Section 4.4.

4.1 Related Work

Low-power tile-based architectures were proposed in [57, 39], but no measure-
ments of the total required bandwidth were presented. For instance, in [57] it
is only shown that the tile-based approach reduces the traffic between the ren-
derer and the external memory for various scene sizes. However, there is no
indication of the amount of the data traffic increase betweenthe CPU and the
renderer for tile-based architectures as compared with a traditional architec-
ture.

Other papers discussing tile rendering (e.g., [21]) are mainly concerned by the
overlap(the number of tiles that a primitive covers) of triangles with respect to
tile size. Only the traffic between the CPU or main memory to the accelerator
was considered. We consider the overall data traffic, i.e., not only the traffic
from the CPU or main memory to the accelerator but also the traffic between
the accelerator and the framebuffer.

4.2 Data Traffic Components

In this section we analyze in more detail the organization ofa traditional and
a tile-based renderers initially described in Chapter 1 andbriefly discuss the
factors that contribute to the amount of external data traffic for each rendering
method.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the basic organization of a conventional and a tile-
based renderer. These figures have been show before in Section 1.1.2 but now
the edges are labeled with external data traffic components.

We now briefly describe the amount of external data traffic generated by each
method. As depicted in these figures, the data traffic betweenthe rasterizer ac-
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celerator and other components of the system such as the CPU,main memory,
and the framebuffer can be divided into two categories:

1. The data sent from the host CPU (or main memory) to the accelerator.
It consists of geometrical data needed to describe the primitives, texture
data, and changes to the state of the rasterizer such as enable/disable
depth test, change texture wrapping mode, etc. We refer to this compo-
nent asdata front.

2. The data transferred between the accelerator and dedicated graphics
memory or memories. Since the framebuffer, z buffer, and texture mem-
ory are too large to be placed on-chip, they must be allocatedoff-chip.
This component will be referred to asdata back.

The data front term is usually dominated by the amount of geometrical data
needed to describe the primitives. The amount of texture data is, in the long
run, negligible. We remark that with texture data we mean here the traffic
needed to copy the texture images to the dedicated texture memory. This
is necessary because the application may reuse the texture space after it has
passed a pointer to this space to the rasterizer. It does not include the traf-
fic needed to perform texturing. This component is included in thedata back
term.

In a traditional renderer, the amount of geometrical data isproportional to the
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number of primitives. In a tile-based renderer, however, each primitive might
have to be sent to the rasterizer several times. In particular, if a primitive
overlapsn tiles, it needs to be transmitted to the rasterizern times. Thus,
in a tile-based renderer, thedata front component is affected significantly by
the amount ofoverlap, which is the average number of tiles covered by each
primitive.

Therefore, a tile-based renderer actually increases thedata front component
compared to a conventional renderer. Thedata backterm, however, is signifi-
cantly reduced by a tile-based renderer. Because the color components and the
z values of the fragments belonging to a particular tile can be kept in small,
on-chip buffers, only pixels visible in the final image have to be written to the
external framebuffer. Furthermore, provided that the application clears the z
buffer when it starts to render a new frame, the traffic between the rasterizer
and the external z buffer is eliminated completely. In a traditional renderer, on
the other hand, many fragments might be written to the external framebuffer
which are not visible in the final image because they are obscured by other
pixels. Thus, in a conventional renderer, thedata backcomponent is affected
significantly by the amount ofoverdraw, which can be defined as the number
of fragments written to an external buffer divided by the image size.

Concluding, while a tile-based renderer produces more external traffic for ge-
ometrical data than a traditional renderer (depending on the amount of over-
lap), it generates less traffic between the rasterizer and the off-chip frame and
z buffers (depending on the amount of overdraw).

4.3 Experimental Results

In this section the experimental results are presented. First, in Section 4.3.1,
the benchmarks, tools, and some simulation parameters are described. There-
after, in Section 4.3.2 we study how the amount of external data traffic varies
with the tile size. Finally, in Section 4.3.3, we compare thetotal amount of off-
chip memory traffic produced by a tile-based renderer to the amount of traffic
generated by a conventional renderer.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

In order to compare the traditional and tile-based architectures we used 6 of
the 7 components of the GraalBench benchmark suite described in Chapter 3:
Q3H, Tux, Aw, ANL, GRA, and DIN. The Q3L profile from the GraalBench
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benchmark suite has a different window size than the other components, and it
was not used.

The statistics were gathered using several tools. First, weused our OpenGL
tracer described in Section 3.3.3 to generate the benchmarks traces which
were fed to the Mesa library. The Mesa library performed primitive back-
face culling and generated lists of remaining primitives that were sent to our
accelerator simulator. For the tile-based architecture weused tile sizes of{16,
32, 64} ×{16, 32, 64} pixels, and the window size was640 × 480 pixels for
all benchmark suite components.

As will be shown in Chapter 7, because texturing exhibits high data locality
and because small, direct-mapped caches do not require a large amount of
area nor consume a significant amount of power, we have employed a tiny
(256-byte) direct-mapped, on-chip texture cache. We have used our own trace-
driven cache simulator to measure the miss ratio of the texture cache.

In order to simulate the 9 possible tile size configurations for all workloads on
our rasterizer simulator in an acceptable time interval (several weeks), we have
rendered approximatively 60 frames from each workload evenly distributed
across the workload. By using this method, we ensured that for each work-
load, possible workload variations were taken into account. Moreover, since
we employed a small texture cache, the effects of inter-frame locality were
considered negligible. For the skipped frames, however, wehave not skipped
the state change information so that the appropriate state information was com-
mitted to the renderer before each frame was rendered.

4.3.2 Tile Size Versus External Data Traffic

In this section we determine how the amount of external data traffic varies
with the tile size. Since the tile size determines the size ofthe local frame and
z buffers, and because the amount of chip area is severely limited, we want
to employ the smallest tile size possible while, at the same time, reducing the
amount of off-chip data traffic as much as possible.

As a first indication of an appropriate tile size, Figure 4.3 depicts the cumula-
tive percentage of triangles up to a certain size. It can be seen that by far the
most (93%) triangles are smaller than 1024 pixels. Very few triangles (7%) are
larger than 1024 pixels. This indicates that more than 93% triangles might fit
in a tile size of 1024 (e.g.,32× 32) pixels. However, even if most triangles are
smaller than say,32 × 32 they still can overlap multiple tiles if the tile size is
32×32. Therefore, a better indication of an appropriate tile sizeis the number
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of triangles sent to the rasterizer.

Table 4.1 depicts the number of triangles transferred to therasterizer for var-
ious tile sizes. As explained in Section 4.2, this data usually dominates the
data front component of the total external data. The last row shows the num-
ber of triangles transferred if the tile size is equal to the window size. The
overlap factor for a specific tile size can, therefore, be obtained by dividing the
number of triangles transferred for that tile size by the number given in the last
row.

Obviously, if the tile size increases, the number of triangles transferred to the
rasterizer decreases, since there is less overlap. However, as remarked before,
it is important to use as little internal memory as possible and, therefore, a
trade-off needs to be made. It can be seen that using a tile size of less than32×
32 can increase the number of triangles transferred significantly. For example,
if we employ a tile size of16×16 instead of32×32, the amount of geometrical
data sent to the rasterizer increases by a factor of2.02 for the Q3H benchmark
and by a factor of1.97 for the Tux benchmark. On average, using the geometric
mean, a tile size of16×16 increases the number of triangles sent by a factor of
1.62 compared to32× 32 tiles. On the other hand, employing tiles larger than
32×32 reduces the amount of geometrical data only marginally. Forexample,
the geometric mean of the reduction resulting from employing 64 × 64 tiles
instead of32×32 tiles is1.35. This indicates that a tile size of32×32 is the best
trade-off between the number of triangles sent to the rasterizer and the size of
the internal buffers. Moreover, the number of gates required to implement on-
chip tile buffers lager than32× 32 can easily exceed gates budgets for current
low-power devices. For example, for a32 × 32 elements tile, where each
element has 32 bits allocated for RGBA color, 24 bits allocated for depth, and
8 bits for stencil, the number of bits required to implement the tile is 64Kbits.
In a SRAM implementation (6 gates per bit), this represents 384k gates.

4.3.3 Tile-Based Versus Conventional Rendering

In this section we measure the total amount of external data traffic produced by
a tile-based renderer for a tile size of32 × 32 and compare this to the amount
of off-chip memory traffic generated by a conventional renderer.

Figure 4.4(a) presents the amount of data traffic sent from the CPU to the ras-
terizer (thedata front component of the total traffic) for the tile-based as well
as the conventional renderer. It also breaks down thedata front term into state
change data and geometrical data. As expected, the tile-based architecture
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Figure 4.3: Triangles histogram. This figure shows the cumulative percentage
of triangles having an area lower than a defined size.
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Table 4.1: Number of triangles transferred as a function of the tile size for each
benchmark.

Benchmarks
Tile size Q3H Tux AW ANL GRA DIN
16×16 21,300 8,204 15,627 18,731 9,416 9,416
16×32 15,600 6,101 14,464 13,850 8,215 7,905
16×64 13,009 5,143 13,911 11,555 7,624 7,142
32×16 14,662 5,539 14,187 14,823 7,183 7,954
32×32 10,526 4,148 13,090 10,689 6,217 6,591
32×64 8,671 3,576 12,567 8,745 5,742 5,904
64×16 11,360 4,225 13,480 12,910 6,071 7,216
64×32 8,006 3,245 12,416 9,150 5,223 5,928
64×64 6,518 2,813 11,908 7,308 4,807 5,278

640×480 3,404 1,822 10,768 4,321 3,603 4,083

generates moredata front traffic than the traditional architecture. On average,
using the geometric mean, the tile-based architecture increases the amount of
data front traffic by a factor of2.66 compared to the conventional renderer.
The figure also shows that the amount ofdata front traffic is dominated by
the geometrical data and that the increase is due for a large part to the in-
crease in the amount of geometrical data transferred. However, the amount
of state change traffic is also significantly increased and cannot be neglected.
More details of the state change traffic and methods to reduceit are presented
in Chapter 6.

Figure 4.4(b) depicts the amount of data transferred between the rasterizer and
the off-chip color and z buffers and texture memory (thedata backterm). Fur-
thermore, thedata backcomponent has been split into data transferred from/to
the frame buffer (color traffic), z buffer, and texture memory. Due to the fact
that our rasterizer simulator is much slower when renderinglarger tiles due
to the fact that some of the used data types, when scaled, can no longer be
mapped directly to native CPU data types, and the texture miss ratio changed
only marginally for tiles with sizes from16 × 16 up to64 × 64, we have ap-
proximated the texture traffic for a traditional renderer with the texture traffic
generated by a64 × 64 tile-based rasterizer.

On average, the tile-based architecture reduces thedata backtraffic by a factor
of 2.71 compared to the traditional renderer (geometric mean). Furthermore,
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Figure 4.4: The front and back data traffic components

for the conventional architecture thedata backtraffic is dominated by the traf-
fic between the rasterizer and the frame/z buffers, whereas in a tile-based ren-
derer this traffic is eliminated almost completely. For a tile-based renderer, the
texture traffic is the largest component of thedata backtraffic.

Finally, Figure 4.5 depicts the total amount of external data traffic produced by
the conventional and the tile-based renderer. The total traffic has been divided
into data front and data back traffic. It can be seen that since the amount
of data back traffic is much larger than the amount ofdata front traffic, the
tile-based architecture reduces the total amount of external traffic significantly.
The geometric mean of the traffic reductions over all benchmarks is a factor of
1.96. However, the advantage of tile-based rendering is workload dependent.
For example, for the Aw benchmark the reduction is only23.4%. This can be
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Figure 4.5: Total external data transferred (kbytes) per frame for a tile-based
and a traditional architecture

explained as follows. Since tile-based rendering increases thedata front com-
ponent (depending on the overlap factor) but decreases thedata backcompo-
nent (depending on the overdraw factor), it is more suitablethan traditional
rendering for workloads with low overlap and high overdraw.On the other
hand, for workloads with high overlap and low overdraw, tile-based rendering
does not reduce the total amount of external data traffic significantly.

Since some of the workloads from our benchmark suite do not exhibit high
overdraw, the results obtained for the tile-based rendererfor these workloads
are not significantly better than traditional rendering.

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a comparison of the total amount of external
data traffic required by traditional and tile-based renderers. Besides improving
performance, reducing the amount of external data traffic also improves energy
consumption,since external memory accesses are a major source of power con-
sumption.

For tile-based renderers, based on the total data traffic variation with respect
to the on-chip memory (tile size), a tile size of32 × 32 pixels was found to
yield the best trade-off between the amount of on-chip memory and the amount
of external data traffic. We have also shown that tile-based rendering reduces
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the total amount of external traffic due to the considerable data traffic reduc-
tion between the accelerator and the off-chip memory while maintaining an
acceptable increase in data traffic between the CPU and the renderer. Consid-
ering that external memory accesses consume a significant amount of power,
this indicates that tile-based rendering might be a suitable technique for low-
power embedded 3D graphics implementations. We mention, however, that the
reduction in bandwidth of tile-based rendering when compared to traditional
rendering depends significantly on the workload used. For workloads with a
high overlap factor and low overdraw, tile-based renderingdoes not perform
significantly better than traditional rendering, while forworkloads with a low
overlap factor and high overdraw, the tile-based renderingis more suitable than
traditional rendering.

In Chapter 5 we investigate the memory bandwidth required for sorting the
geometrical primitives into bins corresponding to the tiles. In Chapter 6 we
consider ways to reduce the amount of state change information that needs to
be sent to a tile-based accelerator. As shown in Figure 4.4(a), although this
data is generally less than the amount of geometry data, it cannot be neglected.

Finally, in Chapter 7, a low-cost technique to reduce texture traffic is consid-
ered. Figure 4.4(b) shows that for some workloads this external traffic compo-
nent is also significant.





Chapter 5

Scene Management Algorithms for
Tile-Based Architectures

I
n the previous chapter we have shown that tile-based rendering architec-
tures appear to be promising for low-power implementation because they
reduce the amount of communication between the acceleratorand the

frame and z buffers. However, the bandwidth required to place the primi-
tives into bins was ignored because we assumed that this taskis performed
by the CPU, but in order to achieve real-time performance, this task needs to
be performed fast. Furthermore, in low-cost systems the amount of memory
available to store the primitives may be limited, so the memory requirements
of the algorithm employed to sort the primitives is an important metric too.

In this chapter we make three contributions. First, severalscene management
algorithms for sorting the primitives into bins are presented and their com-
putational complexity and memory requirements are evaluated. Experimental
results show that various trade-offs between the computational power and re-
quired memory can be achieved. Second, we present an exact test that deter-
mines if a triangle overlaps a tile. This test has been proposed before but in
a different context and we adapted it so that no coverage maskis needed to
determine if a triangle intersects a tile. Third, “dynamic”versions of the com-
monly employed bounding box test are presented in which the comparisons
are performed in an order that depends on the position of the current tile.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 briefly describes related work.
In Section 5.2 we describe the triangle to tile overlap testswe considered for
our implementation. The scene management algorithms are presented in Sec-
tion 5.3. Experimental results for scene management algorithms are presented
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in Section 5.4. Additional bounding box test optimizationsand results are pro-
vided in Section 5.5, and conclusions are given in Section 5.6.

5.1 Related Work

In [60], Samanta and Funkhouser studied the impact of sorting the primitives
to tiles before or after screen space conversion. They have also focused on the
efficiency of grouping primitive and testing their boundingbox overlap with
tiles.

These studies are, however, not very related to our study since we consider
a low-power architecture in which the tiles are rendered sequentially one by
one. In such architectures, sorting the primitives to tilesbefore space conver-
sion would increase the computational power (due to possible multiple space
conversion per primitive) without any benefit for balancingthe workload for
the following stages.

Even though tile-based rendering has been used in power-aware architec-
tures [57, 39], no details have been provided on how the primitives are sorted
into bins corresponding to the tiles. Furthermore, the onlytriangle-to-tile over-
lap test we could find in literature as implemented in hardware is thebounding
box test [57, 39, 21, 17]. The reason for this is given by the fact that the
bounding box test, even if not accurate, is much faster when compared with al-
gorithms that perform exact bounding box testing by using for instance triangle
scan conversion with a tile size granularity.

Other exact (but still computationally expensive) algorithm to determine exact
triangle to tile overlap is given in [54]. This algorithm determines if a triangle
overlaps a tile by performing a series of tests such as: a triangle vertex is inside
the tile or a triangle corner is inside the tile or a triangle edge intersects the tile.

On the other hand, algorithms developed for other purposes (e.g., anti-aliasing
[62] or collision detection [25, 8]) can be adapted for faster, exact primitive to
tile sorting.

5.2 Overlap Tests

In this section we describe two triangle to tile overlap tests. Our contribution
consist of introducing an overlapping test based on [62], but with the difference
that our test does not require any coverage mask.
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We remark that the bounding box test performs only a partial classification.
This means that it may yield a positive result even if a triangle does not in-
tersect a tile. This conservative approach is preferable topredicting that a
triangle and a tile do not overlap while in reality they do, because then “holes”
may appear in the rendered scene if triangles have been discarded incorrectly.
As can be expected, in general, more accurate tests are computationally more
expensive. This allows various algorithms with different time and memory
complexities to be developed (Section 5.3).

5.2.1 Bounding Box Test

The Bounding Box (BBOX) test determines if the axis aligned bounding box
of a triangle intersects with the tile. The BBOX test consists of two steps.
First, the 2D axis aligned BBOX of the primitive is computed.Thereafter, it
is determined if the BBOX intersects the tile. Let a triangleTr be defined by
three pointsp1, p2, andp3, whosex coordinates are given bypi.x and whose
y-coordinates are given bypi.y. Then the BBOX ofTr is defined by the tuple
(BBOX.MinX, BBOX.MinY, BBOX.MaxX, BBOX.MaxY) where

BBOX.MinX = MIN(p1.x, p2.x, p3.x)

BBOX.MinY = MIN(p1.y, p2.y, p3.y)

BBOX.MaxX = MAX (p1.x, p2.x, p3.x)

BBOX.MaxY = MAX (p1.y, p2.y, p3.y).

Let the tile be given by the tuple(T.MinX, T.MinY, T.MaxX, T.MaxY). Then a
possible implementation of the BBOX test in C is:

if (BBOX.MaxX < T.MinX) /* Test 1 */
return NoOverlap;

if (BBOX.MinX >= T.MaxX) /* Test 2 */
return NoOverlap;

if (BBOX.MaxY < T.MinY) /* Test 3 */
return NoOverlap;

if (BBOX.MinY >= T.MaxY) /* Test 4 */
return NoOverlap;

return MightOverlap;
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Figure 5.1: Triangle to tile BBOX test

We remark that even if all tests fail then the triangle might overlap the tile
but it might also be the case that the BBOX intersects with thetile but the
triangle does not. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The yellow tiles intersect with
the BBOX but not with the triangle. Thus the BBOX test performs only a
partial classification. There are two ways to deal with this situation. Either an
additional, exact but more expensive test is performed, or the triangle is sent
to the rasterizer in which case no fragments are generated for the triangle if
it does not overlap the tile. In practice, if a triangle is small, the BBOX test
can be accurate (actually the accuracy of this test depends also on the thinness
and orientation of a triangle) while for larger triangles the accuracy might drop
significantly. We experimentally determined that, on common workloads, the
BBOX test can generate up to 30% false intersections for large triangles.

5.2.2 Linear Edge Function Test (LET)

This test employsedge functions[56] to determine if a triangle intersects a tile.
Edge functions are normally used to determine if a point is inside a triangle or,
for instance, to compute a coverage mask for anti-aliasing[62]. In our case, we
extended the equations presented in [62] so that no coveragemask is needed
to determine if a triangle intersects a tile.

Consider a 2D vector defined by two pointsA(X,Y ) andB(X+dX, Y +dY ),
and a lineLAB that passes through the two points. The edge function for a
certain point (x, y) is defined as:

ELAB
(x, y) = (x − X) · dY − (y − Y ) · dX. (5.1)
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The edge function can be also be written using an incrementalform as:

ELAB
(x + δx, y + δy) = ELAB

(x, y) + δx · dY − δy · dX. (5.2)

The incremental form can be used to evaluate the edge function for a sequence
of points more efficiently. In this case, only for the first point the edge needs
to be computed using Equation (5.1) while for the rest of the points the in-
cremental form can be used. The incremental computation of the edge func-
tion requires fewer operations than Equation (5.1). Furthermore, commonly
δx = 1 or δy = 1, in which case, the incremental version requires only one
multiplication.

The edge function can be used to determine the position of a point (x, y) rela-
tive to the lineLAB as follows:

If ELAB
(x, y) > 0 then the point is to the right ofLAB

If ELAB
(x, y) = 0 then the point is onLAB

If ELAB
(x, y) < 0 then the point is to the left ofLAB

(5.3)

The conditions that can be used (but are not sufficient) to determine
if a counter-clockwise oriented triangleT , defined by three vertices
A(xA, yA), B(xB , yB), C(xC , yC), intersects a squareS defined by a center
point CS(xcs, ycs) and having a total width ofl are:

ELAB
(xcs, ycs) ≤

l
2
· (|xB − xA| + |yB − yA|)

ELBC
(xcs, ycs) ≤

l
2
· (|xC − xB | + |yC − yB|)

ELCA
(xcs, ycs) ≤

l
2
· (|xA − xC | + |yA − yC |)

(5.4)

Considering that a tile can be regarded as a rectangleR defined by a center
point M(xm, ym), and a width ofw and a height ofh, we can transform the
rectangleR into a squareS with a width of 1 using a normalization (division
by (w, h)). By performing the same operation on the vertices of the triangle
T , the conditions presented in Equations (5.4), wherel = 1 can be used to test
if the triangle intersects the tile. Because we do not use anymasking mecha-
nism as used in [62], the Equations (5.4) are not sufficient tocorrectly classify
the overlap of a triangle with a tile. In order to eliminate false intersections,
a bounding box test should be performed first and followed by the Equations
(5.4). Figure 5.2 depicts the outcome of the triangle to tiletest using linear
functions. The LET test is exact as opposed to the BBOX test where trian-
gles might have been classified as overlapping a tile even if there was no real
triangle to tile overlap.
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Figure 5.2: Triangle to tile test using linear functions

We remark that there are more tests to accurately classify the triangle to tile
overlaps. An example is the Separating Axes Test (SAT) test described in [8,
25], and used in the implementation of the Chromium [40] parallel rendering
system. The SAT test is based on the observation that twoconvexobjects do
not overlap if there exists a line for which their respectiveprojections on the
line do not intersect. It is shown in [24] that is enough to consider the normals
to the edges of each polygon as projection lines. This method, however, even
after aggressive optimizations remained more computationally intensive than
the LET method and it was not further employed in our study.

5.3 Scene Management Algorithms

In this section we present several algorithms for sorting primitives into bins
corresponding to tiles and determine their computational complexity and mem-
ory requirements.

Sorting and sending the primitives involves two steps. First, the primitives
are generated and buffered. After that, the primitives are sent to the graphics
accelerator in tile-based order. By performing different computations in each
step, various implementations with different time and memory complexity are
possible. For example, one approach is to sort the primitives while they are
buffered. This approach, however, requires a substantial amount of additional
memory because primitives generally cover several tiles. Another approach is
to leave the primitives unsorted but to sort them while they are sent to the accel-
erator. This approach requires no additional memory but generally consumes
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more time than the previous algorithm. We show that several intermediate
approaches are possible as well.

Algorithm DIRECT This algorithm simply scans the whole list of primi-
tives for each tile and sends the primitives that (potentially) overlap the current
tile to the rasterizer.

for each triangleTr
buffer Tr

for each tileT
for each triangleTr

compute bbox ofTr
if bbox ofTr andT overlap

sendTr

Let #tilesand#trianglesbe the number tiles and triangles, respectively. The
time complexity of algorithm DIRECT is

tbuf · #triangles+

tbbox-total · #tiles · #triangles+

tsend· #triangles· bbox overlap,

where tbuf is the cost of placing a triangle in the scene buffer,tbbox-total is
the cost of computing the bounding box of a triangle and determining if a
bounding box and a tile overlap,tsend is the cost of sending a triangle to the
rasterizer, andbbox overlap is the overlap factor (i.e., the average number of
tiles a triangle covers) if the bounding box test is employed.

The main advantage of algorithm DIRECT is that it requires nomemory in
addition to the scene buffer. We also remark that here we usedthe bounding
box test, but other tests may also be employed.

Algorithm TWO STEP In this algorithm the bounding box of each triangle
is computed and stored during the buffering stage. This avoids having to re-
compute the bounding box for each triangle/tile tuple during the sending stage.
It requires, however, that the bounding box of each primitive is kept.

for each triangleTr
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buffer Tr
compute and store bbox ofTr

for each tileT
for each triangleTr

if bbox ofTr andT overlap
sendTr

The complexity of this algorithm is

(tbuf + tbbox-compute) · #triangles+

tbbox-test· #tiles · #triangles+

tsend· #triangles· bbox overlap,

where tbbox-computeis the cost of computing the bounding box of a triangle
and tbbox-test is the cost of testing if a bounding box of a triangle and a tile
overlap (sotbbox-total = tbbox-compute+ tbbox-test). We assumed that the cost of
storing a bounding box is negligible since a storing operation is performed by
default while computing the bounding box components. However, even if a
separate bounding box storing cost is added, its contribution to the total cost
(complexity) is negligible.

The amount of additional memory required by algorithm TWOSTEP is
#triangles · sizeof(bbox), wheresizeof(bbox) is the size of a bounding box
structure (i.e. 4 integers).

Algorithm TWO STEP LET This algorithm is similar to the TWOSTEP
algorithm described above. The difference is that in the second stage a LET
overlap test instead of just BBOX is used. Since the LET test contains a BBOX
test, the main LET test (Equations 5.4) is applied only to triangles that have
passed the BBOX test.

for each triangleTr
buffer Tr
compute and store bbox ofTr

for each tileT
for each triangleTr

if LET test indicatesTr andT overlap
sendTr
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The complexity of this algorithm is

(tbuf + tbbox-compute) · #triangles+

tbbox-test· #tiles · #triangles+

tlet-test· #triangles· bbox overlap+

tsend· #triangles· let overlap,

wheretlet-test is the cost of testing if a triangle and a tile overlap using LET
test, andlet overlapis the LET overlap factor (i.e., the average number of tiles
covered by a triangle if the LET test is employed).

While the TWOSTEPLET algorithm takes more time than the TWOSTEP
algorithm, the number of triangles sent to the rasterizer bythe
TWO STEPLET algorithm (#triangles· let overlap) is lower than or equal
to the number of triangles sent to the rasterizer in the TWOSTEP algorithm
(#triangles·bbox overlap) since the LET test is accurate while the BBOX test
is approximative. By sending less triangles to the accelerator this algorithm
reduces the computational requirements at the accelerator.

The amount of additional memory required by algorithm TWOSTEPLET is
the same as for the TWOSTEP algorithm.

Algorithm SORT In this algorithm for each tile there is a buffer with point-
ers to the primitives that overlap the tile according to the BBOX test. For each
tile only the primitives that have a pointer in the corresponding tile buffer will
be sent to the rasterizer.

for each triangleTr
buffer Tr
compute bbox ofTr
for each tileT that overlaps bbox ofTr

insert pointer toTr in the buffer ofT

for each tileT
for each triangleTr in the buffer ofT

sendTr
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The complexity of this algorithm is

(tbuf + tbbox-compute) · #triangles+

tinsert · #triangles· bbox overlap+

ttiletrav · #tiles+

tsend· #triangles· bbox overlap,

wheretinsert is the cost of inserting a pointer to a triangle in the buffer of the tile.
There is no need to add atbbox-testcost since there is no BBOX test performed
(we can determine from the bounding box coordinates in whichtiles to insert
pointers). Thettiletrav is the cost to traverse a tile.

The amount of additional memory required by the SORT algorithm is
#triangles · bbox overlap · 2 · sizeof(pointer)+ #tiles · 2 · sizeof(pointer),
wheresizeof(pointer)denotes the size of a pointer (4 bytes). In our current im-
plementation we use a (preallocated) linked list of pointers to primitives, thus
we need to store two pointers for each primitive (one pointing to the primitive
and one to the next primitive in the tile). We also use two pointers for each tile
(to the first primitive for the tile and the last primitive inserted).

Algorithm SORT LET This algorithm is similar to the previous algorithm.
The difference is that eventually the LET test is used to determine if a triangle
overlaps a tile. For each tile only the primitives that have apointer in the
corresponding tile buffer will be sent to the rasterizer.

for each triangleTr
buffer Tr
compute bbox ofTr
for each tileT that overlaps bbox ofTr

if LET test indicatesTr andT overlap
insert pointer toTr in the buffer ofT

for each tileT
for each triangleTr in the buffer ofT

sendTr.
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The complexity of this algorithm is

(tbuf + tbbox-compute) · #triangles+

tlet-test· #triangles· bbox overlap+

tinsert · #triangles· let overlap+

ttiletrav · #tiles+

tsend· #triangles· let overlap,

The amount of additional memory required by the SORTLET algorithm is
#triangles· let overlap· 2 · sizeof(pointer)+ #tiles · 2 · sizeof(pointer).

5.4 Experimental Results

In order to determine the computational and memory requirements of the al-
gorithms, we have simulated several traces of 3D graphics applications and
measured certain statistics such as the BBOX and LET overlapfactors. Fur-
thermore, we estimated most parameters such astbuf andtinsert by counting the
number of elementary operations (assignments, comparisons, etc.) required to
implement the operation. Other parameters such astbbox test can vary because
the implementation of this operation contains if-then-else statements which
implies that the time depends on the control flow. In order to estimate these
parameters, we wrote a program that performs these tests andinserted coun-
ters to determine how often each branch was executed. These statistics have
been subsequently substituted in the complexity formulae of the algorithms.
We remark that cycle-accurate simulations of the algorithms on all workloads
are not feasible, because that is too time consuming.

This section is organized as follows. Section 5.4.1 describes the experimen-
tal setup and presents the values of the statistics and the parameters used to
calculate the time and memory required by each algorithm.

The efficiency of the overlap tests is discussed in Section 5.4.2. Finally, the
runtime results and memory requirements of the algorithms are presented and
discussed in Section 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup

In order to compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithmswe used the
GraalBench benchmark suite described in Chapter 3.
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Q3L Q3H Tux Aw ANL GRA DIN
tbbox compute 14.02 14 13.98 14.25 14.25 14.25 14.20

tbbox test 2.08 1.995 1.780 1.86 1.93 1.77 1.78
tlet test 50.5 43.40 48.93 59.15 52.9 54.66 57.79

Table 5.1: Complexity parameters for each workload

To determine the number of triangles and the overlap factors, the traces were
fed to our modified Mesa library. The Mesa library performed primitive back-
face culling and generated lists of remaining primitives. The list of primitives
was sent to our tile-based accelerator simulator, where different scene man-
agement algorithms were used. We used a tile size of 32x16 pixels (as used
in current tile-based hardware accelerators [57]), and thewindow sizes were
320x240 for Q3L, and 640x480 for the other benchmark suite components.

Some of the parameters used to estimate the complexity of thealgorithms
(tbbox compute, tbbox test, tlet test) can vary across the workloads. In order to re-
duce the errors obtained by estimating them statistically,we wrote programs
to compute the average number of elementary operations needed to implement
each test and obtained particular values for each workload.The results are pre-
sented in Table 5.1. It can be seen that the obtainedtbbox computeandtbbox test

parameters are quite uniform across the workloads whiletlet test has a larger
variation.

Other parameters of the workloads such as the average or maximum number
of triangles per frame are presented in Table 5.2. Theaverage triangles / frame
statistics represents the average number of triangles sentfrom the Mesa library
to our driver after backface culling. This number is actually the#triangles
parameter used to compute the complexity of the algorithms.The max. tri-
anglesrepresent the maximum number of triangles sent for one frame. This
number can be used to determine the maximum amount of memory required to
buffer the triangles for one frame. This number can also be used to determine
the computational power required for real-time operation.

For the other parameters, the following assumptions were employed: tbuf =
50, tinsert = 6 (two additions, three assignments, and one comparison),
ttiletrav = 4 (two comparisons, one assignment, and one increment),tsend= 40
(the number of I/O writes currently used to transfer the datafor a triangle in
our simulator).
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Q3L Q3H Tux Aw ANL GRA DIN
number of frames 1,379 1,379 1,363 603 600 599 600

average triangles / frame3,350 3,436 1,825 11,053 4,455 3,681 4,150
max. triangles / frame 7,074 7,170 2,980 14,102 14,236 6,907 4,313

max. bbox / frame 19,288 53,154 11,789 18,822 37,771 11,233 9,858
max. let / frame 14,175 26,542 8,478 18,465 33,469 10,109 9,088
bbox overlap 3.06 7.03 4.17 1.34 4.08 2.28 2.06
let overlap 2.39 4.32 3.05 1.32 3.4 1.98 1.95

max. scene buffer
memory required

594k 602k 250k 1,185k 1,196k 580k 362k

Table 5.2: Relevant characteristics of the benchmarks

Q3L Q3H Tux Aw ANL GRA DIN
BBOX total I/O 701M 1,907M 664.5M 342M 524M 357M 215M

BBOX triangles I/O 432M 1,024M 320M 265M 338M 152M 160M
LET total I/O 583M 1,394M 565M 337M 459M 322M 206M

LET triangles I/O 340M 633M 235M 260M 281M 131M 150M

Table 5.3: I/O writes for various overlapping tests

5.4.2 Efficiency of the Overlap Tests

Table 5.3 presents the number of I/O write accesses to the accelerator based
on our simulator using the BBOX test or LET test. The total I/Onumbers rep-
resent the number of accesses due to state-changing information (e.g., enable
or disable depth test) plus the number of I/O due to sending triangles. Since
the number of primitives sent to the accelerator depends only on the overlap-
ping test performed, these numbers are independent of the algorithm used. The
number of I/O writes needed to sent triangles to the accelerator for the BBOX
test was up to 62% larger than for the LET test. Another interesting result
from this table is that the LET test not only reduces the number of I/Os, but
also the number of state changes. This happens due to the factthat we used a
lazyupdate mechanism for the state change (the state changes arecommitted
to the renderer when they are needed, thus if some of the primitives are dis-
carded some state changes might not be required). Thus, using a more accurate
overlapping test is beneficial also for the amount of state change information
sent to the accelerator.
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5.4.3 Runtime Results and Memory Requirements

This section presents the results we obtained for the scene management algo-
rithms. Once again, we were not able to perform a cycle accurate simulation
of the workload due to the fact that it is too time consuming.

The average time taken by each scene management algorithm toprocess one
frame of every benchmark is presented in Table 5.4, while Figure 5.3 depicts
the time required by each algorithm relative to the amount oftime taken by
algorithm DIRECT. As expected, algorithm DIRECT requires the largest num-
ber of operations by far, while SORT takes the least amount oftime. On av-
erage, across all benchmarks, the SORT algorithm is 44 timesas fast as DI-
RECT. The TWOSTEP algorithm, even though it also scans the entire scene
buffer for each tile, has reasonable performance. It is slower than algorithm
SORT by a factor of 6 on average. It can also be observed that algorithm
TWO STEPLET is hardly slower than TWOSTEP and, therefore, preferable,
since it sends fewer triangles to the rasterizer which meansthat the computa-
tional load on the rasterizer is reduced. Algorithm SORTLET, on the other
hand, is slower than algorithm SORT by a factor of 1.6 on average.

The amount of memory required by each algorithm, in additionto the scene
buffer which is needed to buffer the primitives, is presented in Table 5.5. It
is also visually depicted in Figure 5.4. As explained before, algorithm DI-
RECT does not require any additional memory. Furthermore, as expected,
the SORT algorithm needs the most memory, since the amount ofadditional
memory it requires is proportional to the number of triangles and the BBOX
overlap factor. Because the LET test is exact while the BBOX test is not,
SORTLET requires less memory than SORT. However, the differenceis sig-
nificant only for one benchmark (Q3H) for which SORT needs almost twice
the amount of additional memory as SORTLET. For the other benchmarks
the difference is much smaller (a factor of 1.17 on average).The reason is that
the BBOX test is fairly exact for all benchmarks except Q3H. The TWOSTEP
and TWOSTEPLET algorithms require the same amount of memory and are,
therefore, depicted together. On average, TWOSTEP requires a factor of 3.2
less additional memory than SORT. However, this differencedepends strongly
on the benchmark. For benchmarks with a small overlap factor(e.g., Aw),
the difference is hardly significant, while for benchmarks with a large overlap
factor (in particular Q3H) the difference is considerable.

Which algorithm is preferable depends, of course, on the computational power
and the amount of memory of a particular implementation. DIRECT is prob-
ably not a practical algorithm because it has poor performance. Our results
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Figure 5.4: Memory requirements of the scene management algorithms

indicate that TWOSTEPLET is better than TWOSTEP, since they require
the same amount of memory and because TWOSTEPLET takes only a bit
more time than TWOSTEP. Furthermore, TWOSTEPLET sends fewer tri-
angles to the rasterizer, which implies that the rasterizerhas to perform less
work. SORT and SORTLET take less time than TWOSTEPLET, but require
more memory. So the 3D graphics system designer has to make a trade-off be-
tween these algorithms. If SORTLET is preferable to SORT or vice versa can
also not be assured. Although SORTLET sends fewer triangles to the raster-
izer, SORT requires significantly less time than SORTLET while SORTLET
reduces the memory requirements only marginally for all butone benchmark.
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Q3L Q3H Tux Aw ANL GRA DIN

DIRECT 8.7M 34M 17.6M 108M 44.2M 35.8M 40.7M
TWO STEP 1.7M 5.3M 2.4M 13.6M 6.2M 4.5M 5.0M

TWO STEPLET 1.8M 5.4M 2.4M 14M 6.4M 4.6M 5.2M
SORT 0.7M 1.3M 0.47M 1.4M 1.13M 0.6M 0.66M

SORTLET 1.1M 2.0M 0.75M 2.3M 1.9M 1.0M 1.1M

Table 5.4: Number of elementary operations per frame for each scene manage-
ment algorithm.

Q3L Q3H Tux Aw ANL GRA DIN

DIRECT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TWO STEP/

TWO STEPLET
56.6k 57.4k 23.8k 112.8k 113.9k 55.26k 34.5k

SORT 155k 430k 99k 155k 306k 94k 83k
SORTLET 115k 217k 72k 152k 273k 86k 78k

Table 5.5: Additional maximum memory requirements (bytes)per frame for
each scene management algorithm.

5.5 Static and Dynamic Versions of the Bounding Box
Test

In this section we show that the efficiency of the BBOX test canbe improved
significantly by adaptively varying the order in which the comparisons are per-
formed depending on the position of the current tile.

As mentioned before, the scene management algorithms can beimplemented
in the accelerator or by the host processor. Because the amount of chip area of
our low-cost target system is severely limited, we have assumed it needs to be
performed by the host CPU. If sorting is performed in software then the order
in which the comparisons of the BBOX test are applied can havea significant
impact on the performance. For example, for the tile in the upper-left corner
we expect that most triangles are located to the east and/or south of it.

Computing the BBOX of a primitive is in general more expensive than testing
if the BBOX and the tile intersect. However, in some algorithms for sort-
ing the primitives the BBOX calculation is performed only once per primitive
while the second step of the BBOX test that checks if the BBOX intersects
with the current tile is performed for every combination of primitive and tiles.
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Figure 5.5: Triangle to tile BBOX test using 1D prediction with correlation

The second step of the BBOX test, therefore, has a larger impact on the time
consumption of the sorting scheme than the first step.

The algorithm that we consider for BBOX test optimizations in this section is
the TWOSTEP algorithm. The reason for choosing the TWOSTEP algorithm
is that it has reasonable performance and does not require a significant amount
of memory in addition to the scene buffer.

5.5.1 Static Bounding Box

The four comparisons required to determine if a BBOX and a tile overlap
(see Section 5.2.1) can be performed in an arbitrary order. This gives a to-
tal of 24 possible arrangements. However, not every order produces the same
number of comparisons on average. In this section we discusstwo versions of
the static bounding box test that might generate a differentnumber of compar-
isons on average.

A tile divides the screen into five, possibly intersecting regions: the tile itself,
the region to the east of the tile (x >= T.MaxX), the region to the west of the
tile (x < T.MinX), the region to the north (y >= T.MaxY), and the region
to the south (y < T.MinY). If a certain test (comparison) fails, then there is a
high probability that the test in the opposite direction along the same dimension
succeeds. This is because after these two tests there is onlya small region left
where the BBOX of a primitive can be situated.

Fig. 5.5 illustrates the case in which first the region to the west of the tile is
checked, then the opposite region along the same dimension (east), then the
region to the south, and, finally, the region to the north. After performing only
two comparisons (the horizontal intersection tests), all primitives that are com-
pletely located to the east or west of the tile are rejected. This usually leaves
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only a small number of triangles that require more than two comparisons. Of
course, different orders are also possible (for example, north, south, west, east).
However, assuming that the primitives are equally distributed over the scene,
they should produce the same number of comparisons on average. We refer to
this scheme asSTATIC1.

To determine ifSTATIC1reduces the average number of comparisons, we will
compare it to a scheme in which the first and second (and, hence, the third and
fourth) comparison check different dimensions. For example, one possible
order is west, south, east, north. Statistically, there should be no difference
between the possible orders. We refer to this static variantasSTATIC2.

5.5.2 Dynamic Bounding Box

As stated before, a tile divides the scene into four regions (five if we include
the tile itself). The probability that a primitive is completely located in the
largest region is the highest. This observation is the basisof our “dynamic”
versions of the bounding box test.

We describe two dynamic schemes. In the first, referred to asDYNAMIC1, we
first check the largest region. Thereafter, the opposite direction along the same
dimension is tested. The third test examines the largest region in the other di-
mension, and the fourth test checks the remaining region. The second dynamic
version of the bounding box test is referred to asDYNAMIC2. In this scheme,
the comparison corresponding to the largest region is applied first, then the
comparison corresponding to the second largest region, etc. The region to the
east of the tile is the largest and checked first, then the region to the south, then
the one to the north, and, finally, the region to the west.

We remark that although these schemes are called dynamic, the order in which
the comparisons are applied depends only on the tile position and can be deter-
mined statically off-line. For example, for all tiles in theupper left sub-scene
under the main diagonal, the order is east, south, north, west.

5.5.3 Experimental Results

In order to compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithmswe used the
GraalBench benchmark suite described in Chapter 3. We used atile size of
32× 16 pixels, and the window sizes were320× 240 for Q3L, and640× 480
for the other benchmark suite components.

Fig. 5.6 depicts, for each workload, the average number of comparisons per
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Figure 5.6: The average number of comparisons per primitivefor each work-
load

primitive required by each version of the bounding box test.As expected,
the STATIC1scheme indeed performs better than theSTATIC2scheme. On
average, across the benchmarks,STATIC1requires11% fewer comparisons
thanSTATIC2. It can also be seen that there is little difference between the
two dynamic versions. This can be explained as follows. If the largest region
has been checked, then a large part of the second largest region has also been
checked. Suppose, for example, that the largest region is tothe east of the tile
and that the second largest region is to the south. If the region to the east has
been checked, then the region to the southeast of the tile hasalso been checked,
while the region to the west has not. Nevertheless, we observe thatDYNAMIC2
performs slightly better thanDYNAMIC1. Furthermore, both dynamic schemes
require fewer comparisons than the best static version. On average, the best
dynamic versionDYNAMIC2requires26% fewer comparisons than the best
static schemeSTATIC1.

These results show that by dynamically varying the order in which the com-
parisons are performed depending on the position of the current tile indeed
reduces the average number of comparisons needed to determine that a trian-
gle does not intersect the tile.
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5.6 Conclusions

A two stage model for triangle to tile repartition for tile-based graphics accel-
erators has been presented. In addition, different overlaptests have been de-
scribed. By comparing factors like computational power or memory required,
a 3D graphics accelerator designer can chose the most suitable algorithm for
an implementation. While the number of primitives sent to the accelerator
depends only on the overlap test used, the memory required tosort and store
the primitives before being sent to the accelerator and alsothe computational
power depends largely on the algorithm employed.

The DIRECT algorithm is probably not a practical algorithm because it has
poor performance. However, the TWOSTEP algorithm, even though it also
scans the entire scene buffer for each tile, has reasonable performance while
it does not require a large amount of additional memory. If the computa-
tional performance is more important than additional memory required, then
the SORT algorithm is more suitable. To determine the best algorithm for a
particular implementation it should be taken into consideration also the fact
that using the LET overlap test, instead of BBOX, more computational power
is required at the scene management stage. However, depending on the com-
putational power required to process and discard additional triangles on the
accelerator, it might still be a better choice to use LET instead of BBOX since
the computations at the accelerator to discard the additional triangles generated
by BBOX can be higher.

In this chapter we have also described several possible software implementa-
tions of the bounding box test. The static versions always perform the com-
parisons involved in the same order, while the dynamic versions base the order
on the position of the current tile. The experimental results show that the dy-
namic scheme in which the comparison corresponding to the largest region is
applied first, then the comparison corresponding to the second largest region,
etc., requires the least comparisons on average (26% fewer comparisons than
the best performing static version).



Chapter 6

Efficient State Management for
Tile-Based 3D Graphics Architectures

I
n Chapter 4 we have shown that tile-based rendering considerably reduces
the memory traffic between the rasterizer and the off-chip frame and z
buffers. However, it increases the amount of state change information

such as enable/disable z testing and create/delete texturecommands that need
to be sent to the rasterizer. This is because determining which state change
operations can be safely removed and when is not trivial. Forinstance, if a
delete texture command is encountered while rendering the current tile, the
texture can be safely deleted only when all primitives (fromall tiles) that use
this texture are rendered or it can be deleted when multiple copies of the texture
are kept in memory. Also, including all the state change operations to each tile
is not a practical solution since it requires duplicating large amounts of state
variables (e.g., texture objects) for each tile. In some cases, the state change
operations account for 63% of the data sent to a tile-based renderer.

In this chapter we determine the optimal state change operations (e.g., en-
able/disable z testing, create/delete a texture) that should be included for each
tile. Experimental results obtained using several suitable 3D graphics work-
loads show that a significant amount of state change traffic can be saved.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describesthe OpenGL state
information. In Section 6.2 algorithms suitable for tile-based state manage-
ment are described. Experimental results are presented in Section 6.3, and the
conclusions are given in Section 6.4.
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EnableDepth
Triangle(1)
DisableDepth
Triangle(2)
EnableDepth
Triangle(3)

Figure 6.1: Static state, initial instruction stream fragment.

6.1 OpenGL State Information

The OpenGL state information can be divided into two parts. The first part
is the static state information, that is the state information that needs to be
stored irrelevant of the application. For instance, the information that describes
the state of the depth unit is always defined. The second part of the state
information is the dynamic state information. The dynamic state information
contains the state information which is application dependent. For instance,
the texture state depends on the number of textures loaded bythe application.

6.1.1 Static State Information

The static state information part of the OpenGL state machine is usually less
than the dynamic state information and it has no side effects. More precisely,
duplicating the static information to each tile does not affect the execution se-
mantics of OpenGL. However, since the primitives that do notoverlap a tile are
deleted from the instruction list of the respective tile, some state information
might be also eliminated. Figure 6.1 depicts a fragment of instructions sent
to the rasterizer. Assuming that triangle 1 overlaps tile 2,triangle 2 overlaps
tile 1, and triangle 3 overlaps tiles 1 and 2, the instructionstream that might be
generated by a tile-based driver is depicted in Figure 6.2. The emphasized state
changing instructions can be also deleted from the tiled instruction stream. By
eliminating the unnecessary state change instructions, the data traffic to the
rasterizer is decreased. Nevertheless, we note that determining if a state in-
struction can be eliminated might consume actually more system bandwidth
than sending it directly to the rasterizer.
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Tile 1
EnableDepth
DisableDepth
Triangle(2)
EnableDepth
Triangle(3)

Tile 2
EnableDepth
Triangle(1)
DisableDepth
EnableDepth
Triangle(3)

Figure 6.2: Static state, tiled instruction stream fragment.

6.1.2 Texture State Information

In this section we describe in more detail the state information required to be
stored for texturing. Figure 6.3 depicts the texture state information organiza-
tion. Each texture unit supported by the hardware has a link to a current tex-
ture object. Each texture object, identified by a texture id,contains information
such as the texture image format, the width and the height of the largest texture
level, the minification and magnification functions, and links to texture images
for valid texture levels. A texture object can be bound to a texture unit using
the BindTexture OpenGL command. In the instruction streamspseudo-code
from the following sections, the BindTexture command can bealso encoun-
tered under the MakeCurrentTexture name. When a texture object is no longer
needed, it can be deleted using the DeleteTexture command.

6.2 State Management Algorithms for Tile-Based Ren-
dering

This section presents two algorithms that can be used to correctly handle the
state information when using a tile-based rendering model.
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Unit 0
Texture

Texture Texture
Object 0

Image 0

Figure 6.3: Texture state information.

Start Frame
CreateTexture(i)
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(1)
Triangle(2)
DeleteTexture(i)
CreateTexture(i)
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(3)

End Frame

Figure 6.4: Instruction stream.

6.2.1 Partial Rendering Algorithm

In this algorithm, whenever an instruction that has side-effects (e.g., Delete-
Texture) is encountered in the input stream, the driver renders all previously
buffered instructions and then executes the instruction. While partial render-
ing is a solution to rendering commands with side effects, itmight also intro-
duce significant rendering overhead. For example, considerthat the instruction
stream depicted in Figure 6.4 was sent to the rasterizer. Theassumptions are
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Start Frame
Tile 1

c1=SaveCurrentContext
RestoreTileFromGlobalBuffer
CreateTexture(i)
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(2)
SaveTileToGlobalBuffer
c2=SaveCurrentContext

Tile 2
RestoreContext(c1)
RestoreTileFromGlobalBuffer
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(1)
SaveTileToGlobalBuffer
DeleteTexture(i)

Continue rendering the remaining primitives for
tiles 1 and 2 after deleting texture i.

Tile 1
c1=SaveCurrentContext
RestoreTileFromGlobalBuffer
CreateTexture(i)
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(3)
SaveTileToGlobalBuffer

Tile 2
RestoreContext(c1)
RestoreTileFromGlobalBuffer
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(3)
SaveTileToGlobalBuffer

End Frame

Figure 6.5: Tiled instruction stream using partial rendering.
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Start Frame
Tile 1

c1=SaveCurrentContext
RestoreTileContentsFromGlobalBuffer
CreateTexture(i)
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(2)
MarkDeleteTexture(i)
RenameTexture(i,j)
MakeCurrentTexture(j)
Triangle(3)
SaveTileContentsToGlobalBuffer

Tile 2
RestoreContext(c1)
RestoreTileContentsFromGlobalBuffer
MakeCurrentTexture(i)
Triangle(1)
MakeCurrentTexture(j)
Triangle(3)
SaveTileContentsToGlobalBuffer

After Last Tile
DeleteTexture(i)
MoveTextureLinks(i,j)

End Frame

Figure 6.6: Tiled instruction stream using delayed commit.

the same as described in Section 6.1.1. The tile-based driver or a tile-based
rasterizer state management engine could issue the instruction stream depicted
in Figure 6.5. Since tiles are rendered sequentially, all the instructions preced-
ing the DeleteTexture(i) instruction, in all tiles, must be rendered so that all the
primitives using texturei are rendered and thus the DeleteTexture instruction
can be executed. For each partial rendering the introduced overhead consists
of saving (SaveTileToGlobalBuffer) and reloading (RestoreTileFromGlobal-
Buffer) the contents of the enabled tile buffers (e.g., color, depth, and stencil)
from the global buffers and also the state information save (SaveCurrentCon-
text) and reload (RestoreContext) operations.
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6.2.2 Delayed Execution Algorithm

In this algorithm, when commands that affect dynamic state,e.g., Delete Tex-
ture or TextureImage, are encountered in the input stream, the driver will post-
pone their execution until all the primitives depending on them are rendered
or the end of the current frame is reached. For instance, assume that a Delete-
Texture was encountered. As long as no request to create new textures are re-
ceived, thus no reuse required for the texture ids, the execution of the Delete-
Texture command can be safely delayed until all the primitives that use the
texture are executed. However, if the application requestsa new a texture id
from the OpenGL front-end and obtains a texture id that was deleted on the
same frame but not committed, then the tile-based driver must create a new
texture object that will be linked with a new id, while the oldtexture object
will remain accessible until all primitives using the old texture are rendered
or until the end of the frame. In Figure 6.6, texturei is only marked to be
deleted, and the new texture that should replace it is namedj instead ofi, using
the MarkDeleteTexture(i) and RenameTexture(i,j) commands. Each following
reference in the original stream for texturei is replaced with a reference to
texturej instead. At the end of the frame, texturei can be deleted and texturej
can be renamed asi and all the requests for texturei will no longer require an
id change. Executing (committing) the commands when all primitives depend-
ing upon them are finished has a higher computational power than executing
it at the end of the frame since it requires determining the last tile and the last
primitive depending on it.

6.3 Experimental Results

As benchmarks we used the GraalBench benchmark suite described in Chap-
ter 3. We used a tile size of32×16 pixels, and the window sizes were320×240
for Q3L, and640 × 480 for the other benchmark suite components.

Figure 6.7 depicts the percentage of the state information and primitives sent
to the accelerator. The average percentage of unoptimized tile-based state in-
formation across the benchmarks is 44%. This high percentage is obtained due
to the overhead of state information replication and also additional tile-based
specific state change information such as load and save tile operations. The
Aw component has the lowest percentage of state change due tothe fact that
most of the state change is performed in the first frames and there is little state
variation from frame to frame. GRAZ, Tux, and Q3, on the otherhand, com-
bine multiple texture and blending modes and depth tests so they require more
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Figure 6.7: Percentage of state information and triangles sent to the accelerator
per frame.

Figure 6.8: Average number of state information writes to the accelerator per
frame.
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state information to be sent to the accelerator.

Figure 6.8 presents the state changes sent to the rasterizerusing direct transfer
and lazy commit (delayed) methods. The delayed method reduces the number
of writes to the accelerator by up to 58% by filtering the stateinformation and
eliminating unnecessary writes, thus providing the optimal state traffic at the
expense of a small additional buffer. The obtained results show that the state
information for the Q3H, GRAZ, and ANL components can be reduced sig-
nificantly. The state traffic for the Aw, Tux, and DINO components, however,
could not be decreased substantially since there were hardly any unnecessary
state changes.

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented several state management algorithms for tile-
based renderers. While in traditional (non tile-based) rendering the state infor-
mation traffic can be negligible compared to the traffic generated by the prim-
itives, in tile-based rendering architectures, since the state information might
need being duplicated in multiple streams, the required processing power and
generated traffic can increase significantly. Moreover, removing primitives
from the instruction stream of a tile depends only on the primitive position and
the tile coordinate. To remove a state change instruction from the instruction
stream of a tile, information about the previous or the following state change
instructions and/or primitives is required. Thus, in orderto send an optimal
state change stream to the accelerator, i.e., use minimal bandwidth, additional
processing power and more processor bandwidth is required.By sending an
optimal state change stream to the accelerator, the state change traffic to the
accelerator was decreased by up to 58% compared to the state change traffic
generated by directly sending the intial state.





Chapter 7

A Low-Cost, Power-Efficient Texture
Cache Architecture

I
n Chapter 4 we have shown that besides the color traffic (the traffic between
the accelerator and the external frame buffer) and the z traffic, texture traf-
fic also requires significant memory bandwidth. For some workloads the

texture traffic generated by a tile-based renderer can be as high as 80% of the
total external traffic. Consequently, techniques that reduce the amount of tex-
ture traffic will decrease the total external data traffic significantly.

A common technique to reduce the amount of memory bandwidth required
for texture mapping is to employ a large texture cache. In ourtargeted sys-
tem, however, a large cache is unaffordable given the gate count limitations
described in Section 1.1.3. Furthermore, large caches consume more power
than small caches. In this chapter we, therefore, propose toemploy a very
small (128-512 byte) texture cache and investigate the bandwidth saved by
employing such a small cache and its energy consumption.

The reason we believe that such a small cache is suitable for texture mapping
is the following. Texture mapping, as described in more detail in Section 2.4.3,
consists of mapping an image (texture) to an object. Any object can be decom-
posed in triangles after which each triangle can be renderedseparately, having
its own coordinates in the texture space. One method to render a triangle is
to decompose it in horizontal lines (scanlines) and then to walk along each
scanline. In order to find the color component of each point ofthe scanline, a
projection in the texture space is performed and a value corresponding to an
interpolation among neighbors is computed. The case of bilinear interpolation
is illustrated in Figure 7.1. As can be seen, pointP1 corresponds to pointU1
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Figure 7.1: Bilinear Interpolation.

in texture space. The value ofU1 is computed by bilinear interpolation among
the texelsT1, T2, T3, andT4. When computing the corresponding value for the
next point of the scanline,P2, the texelsT2 andT3 are reused. In general, for
each next point of the scanline two previous texels from the texture space are
likely to be needed again. Furthermore, in the case of the more often used tri-
linear interpolation, it is likely that four of the previouseight texels are needed
again.

Due to this high spatial locality, we assume that even a smalltexture cache
can improve the performance and reduce the power consumption of texture
mapping substantially.

In this chapter we focus on the dynamic power consumption dueto switching
activity. Since recently, however, the static power consumption due to leak-
age current is becoming more of a concern [15]. The reasons wefocus on
dynamic power consumption are the following. First, at the time this research
was performed the static power consumption was negligible.Second, employ-
ing a small cache not only reduces the dynamic power consumption but also
the static power consumption. In fact, techniques to reducethe static power
consumption are based on switching off parts of the cache during periods of
inactivity [45]. Third, in the technology we are targeting,the dynamic power
consumption is still the dominating factor of the cache power consumption.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1 relatedwork is described.
Section 7.2 describes the model used to estimate cache powerconsumption.
Section 7.3 presents the experimental methods and workloads, and presents
the experimental results. Conclusions and directions for future research are
given in Section 7.4.
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7.1 Related Work

Related work can be divided into two categories: techniquesto reduce tex-
ture traffic and low-power cache organizations in general. Furthermore, there
are two main techniques to reduce texture traffic: texture caching and texture
compression.

Hakura and Gupta [36] found that the factors important to texture cache be-
havior are the representation of texture images in memory, the rasterization
order, and the cache organization. They used a blocked representation, in
which texels that are within a square region (block) of a two-dimensional im-
age are stored consecutively in memory. The downside of thisrepresentation
is, however, that it involves more addressing overhead thanthe conventional
representation. They also proposed to reduce the working set size by the use
of a tiled rasterization order. Finally, they investigatedthe effects of different
cache parameters such as line size and associativity. However, they focused
on high performance and proposed rather large caches (16 KBytes with 2-way
associativity).

Igehy et al. [41] proposed a prefetching texture cache architecture. It is ques-
tionable, however, if prefetching can be used to reduce the energy consumption
because the structures needed such as a reorder buffer also consume power.

Kim and Kim [46] proposed to adaptively select the cache index depending
on whether the texture space is traversed more along the horizontal direction
or along the vertical direction. Because data can be placed in two cache lines,
their method, however, requires to read two cache lines on each access, which
increases the power consumption.

Besides texture caching, texture compression can also be used to reduce the
amount of texture traffic. Fenney [28] presented a lossy texture compression
technique especially suitable for low-bandwidth devices.It uses a representa-
tion that consists of blending two, or more, low frequency signals using a high
frequency but low precision modulation signal. By using a fixed-rate encoding,
this technique also provides low decompression costs. The achieved quality of
this lossy technique however varies based on the uncompressed source texture
complexity.

Because the power consumption of on-chip caches constitutes a significant
part of the total power consumption of modern microprocessors, low-power
cache organizations for embedded applications in general have been proposed
as well. Most related to our work is the work of Kin et al. [47],who proposed
to place a small, level-0 (L0) cache between the processor and the L1 cache.
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This cache has been coined filter cache because it filters references to the L1
cache. In general, however, the hit rate of the filter cache israther low.

7.2 Cache Power Consumption

In this section we describe the model used to estimate cache power consump-
tion, and discuss and motivate the metrics chosen to measureenergy efficiency.
We did not use the model described by Kin et al. [47] because itcan be rather
inaccurate. For example, they assume that half the address lines switch dur-
ing each memory request. However, this assumption is not valid for caches
(and, moreover, biases small block sizes) due to temporal and spatial locality
of references. In our estimations we, therefore, used precise counts obtained
by simulation.

7.2.1 Cache Power Model

The cache power model is based on the cache timing and power consumption
model used in the CACTI 2.0 tool [59], which in turn is based onthe cache
model proposed by Wilton and Jouppi [75]. The source of powerdissipation
in this model is the charging and discharging of capacitative loads caused by
signal transitions. The energy dissipated for a voltage transition 0 → V or
V → 0 is approximated by:

E =
1

2
CV 2, (7.1)

whereC is the capacitance driven. An analytical model of the cache power
consumption includes the equivalent capacitance of cache components consid-
ered and the voltage swing of a transition. The power consumption is estimated
by combining Eq.(7.1) and the transition count at the inputsand outputs of each
modeled component, usually obtained by simulation.

To reduce wordline and bitline capacitance, and achieve minimal access time,
the cache SRAM array is subdivided into subarrays. The wordlines are subdi-
vided inNdwl partitions, each containing the total number of cache rows and
a full row decoder. The bitlines are subdivided inNdbl parts, each containing

1

Ndbl
of the total cache rows. Another parameter,Nspd, allows to map more sets

in a single wordline and thus change the overall access time without breaking
the array into smaller subarrays. The power model used takesinto account the
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value of these organizational parameters. The optimal values for the array or-
ganization parametersNdwl, Ndbl,Nspd depend on the cache size and the block
length, and are computed using CACTI.

The other cache parameters used in the formulae presented below are sum-
marized in Table 7.1. The number of columnsNcols and rowsNrows of the
SRAM subarray can be derived from the cache parameters.

parameter description
A Associativity.
C Cache size (in bytes).
B Block size (in bytes).
Dbits Data Word size.
Abits Address size.
Vdd Supply voltage.
Vpre Bitline precharge voltage.
Tacc Access time.
Nacc Number of cache accesses.
Nrd Number of cache read accesses.
Nwr Number of cache write accesses (write hits).
Nrmiss Number of cache misses on a read.
Nwmiss Number of cache misses on a write.
Natr,m Total address bit transitions on the outgoing lines.
Natr,c Total address bit transitions on the cache decoders.
W Average number of bits written per write operation.

Table 7.1: Cache parameters and transition counts.

To obtain good estimates of the power dissipated, accurate transition counts are
essential. Transition counts can be determined exactly by simulation or, when
this is not possible, can be approximated by multiplying theexpected transition
probability at a node by the cycle count [14]. In our estimations we use precise
counts for cache accesses and address bit transitions to andfrom memory. The
average width of a data item written to memory (W ) is estimated assuming an
equal distribution of bytes, half-words and 32-bit words, as in [47]. We also
assume that the transition counts of address and data bits are evenly distributed
between accesses that hit and miss the cache.

The following cache components are fully modeled: address decoder, word-
line, bitline, sense amplifiers (see Figure 7.2), and data output drivers (Fig-
ure 7.3). In addition, the address lines going off-chip and the data lines (both
going off-chip and going to the CPU, are taken into account. The following
sections describe the energy contributions listed above tothe overall dissipa-
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Figure 7.2: Components of a static RAM considered in the cache power model:
(a) 6-transistor bit cell; (b) bit line precharging logic; (c) word line drive logic.

tion.

7.2.2 Bitlines

A major fraction of the power consumption is needed to drive the bitlines
of the data SRAM arrays. The cache bitlines are driven duringprecharging
(Eq.(7.2)), read (Eq.(7.3)) and write (Eq.(7.4)).

Ebit,pre =
1

2
VddVpre · Nacc · Ncols · Cbitline, (7.2)

Ebit,rd =
1

2
V 2

dd · Nrd · DbitsA · Cbitline,out

+
1

2
VddVpre · Nrd · Ncols · Cbitline, (7.3)

Ebit,wr =
1

2
VddVpre · (Nwr · W + Nrmiss · 8B) · Cbitline. (7.4)

The capacitance of the bitline,Cbitline, is given by:

Cbitline = Nrows ·

(

1

2
Cd,Q1 + Cbwire

)

+ 2Cd,Qpa + Cd,Qp + Cd,mux

The value of drain and gate capacitances depend on the size ofthe transis-
tor and are computed using the equations presented by Wiltonand Jouppi.
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The factor 1

2
accounts for the fact that the drain of the pass transistor ofa

bit cell is shared with the adjacent cell, therefore the capacitanceCd,Q1 is
reduced by half.Cbwire is the capacitance of a bitline segment one bit cell
high. Cd,Qpa, Cd,Qp are the drain capacitances of precharge and equilibration
transistors, respectively. The drain capacitanceCd,mux is due to the bitline
multiplexor at the input of the bit line sense amplifiers, which is present only
if 8B · NdblNspd > Dbits.

The capacitanceCbitline,out is due to the input transistors of the sense ampli-
fiers at the end of the bitlines and, if present, the drains of the bitline multi-
plexors.

Cbitline,out = 2Cg,senseamp +

(

8B · NdblNspd

Dbits

)

· Cd,mux

Notice that the caches modeled are write-through, therefore a write operation
causes a cache update only if the word is already in the cache (write hit).

7.2.3 Wordline

The energy dissipated by the wordlines is given by:

Eword =V 2

dd · Nacc · (Ncols · (2Cg,Q1 + Cwwire)

+ Cd,wdrv + Cg,wdrv + Cd,winv). (7.5)

The factor1

2
V 2

dd is multiplied by 2 because the word select signal is assumed
to be pulsed, thus each read or write operation causes two transitions on the
selected word line. The capacitanceCd,wdrv is due to the drain of the P- and
N-channel transistors of the wordline driver. The overall load of the wordline
inverter stage at the input of the wordline driver is modeledas the combined
capacitance of the driver gatesCg,wdrv and the inverter drains,Cd,winv.

7.2.4 Sense Amplifiers

Each sense amplifier detects the voltage variation of a bitline resulting from a
read operation and amplifies such variation to the full voltage swingVdd. Ac-
cording to the cache model used, the energy dissipated in thesense amplifiers
is a large fraction of the overall dissipation, and cannot beignored:

Esenseamp = Psense · Tacc · Nacc · ADbits. (7.6)
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Figure 7.3: Output data bus: (a) overview; (b) output driver(tri-state).

Psense is the average power consumption of a sense amplifier when a bitline
transition occurs. Notice that the number of sense amplifiers is reduced by
multiplexing the bitlines, hence the factorADbits.

7.2.5 Data and Address Output

The data output driver drives the cache output data lines with the signals from
the sense amplifiers. In a set-associative cache there areADbits sense ampli-
fier outputs and onlyDbits outgoing data lines, therefore each output driver is
actually a tri-state that charges or discharges the output line only if the corre-
sponding set is selected (see Figure 7.3).

The energy dissipated in the data and address output lines isgiven by:

Edout =
1

2
V 2

dd · Nrd · Dbits · (Cd,outnor + Cg,outdrv

+ A · Cd,outdrv + Cwwire · 8BA · Nspd · vstack

+ Cdoutc) +
1

2
V 2

dd ·
1

2
W · Nwr · Cdoutm, (7.7)

Eaout =
1

2
V 2

dd · Natr,m · Caoutm. (7.8)

whereCd,outnor is the total capacitance of the drains of the NOR gate P- and
N-channel transistors,Cg,outdrv is the gate capacitance of the output driver
andCd,outdrv is the capacitance of the output line due to the drivers attached to
it. The remaining output line capacitance is due to the wire (whose estimated
length is8BA · Nspd · vstack, wherevstack is the number of subarrays ar-
ranged horizontally) andCdoutc, the overall capacitance of the path between
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cache output line and the CPU. Similarly,Cdoutm, Caoutm are, respectively,
the capacitance of the data and address paths going off-chip.

7.2.6 Address Decoder

The cache model used in CACTI assumes that each subarray has its own de-
coder, which is made of three stages. The first stage containspredecoder
blocks. These take 3 address bits as input and produce a 1-of-8 output signal
by means of 8 3-input NAND ports. The 1-of-8 codes from different blocks
are combined usingN3to8-port NOR gates, where

N3to8 =

⌈

1

3
log2(Nrows)

⌉

.

Each NOR gate controls the selection signal of one wordline.

The energy dissipated in the decoder is subdivided in three components corre-
sponding to the three stages:

Eadec,1 =
1

2
V 2

dd · 2Natr,c · (Cd,ddrv + NdblNdwl · 4Cg,3to8

+ 2BA · NdblNdwl · Cwwire), (7.9)

Eadec,2 =
1

2
V 2

dd · Nacc ·

(

Cd,3to8 + Cg,decnor ·
Nrows

8

+Cbwire · Nrows

)

, (7.10)

Eadec,3 =
1

2
V 2

dd · Nacc · (Cd,decnor + Cg,winv). (7.11)

The energy dissipated in the first and third stage is based on the precise transi-
tion counts obtained via simulation:Natr,c andNacc, respectively. The capac-
itance load of the drivers at the input of the first stage,Cd,drv, due to the drains
of the transistors, is shared across all the subarray decoders. Each decoder
contributes to the overall capacitance of the first stage with the wire that con-
nects the driver output with the NAND gates of the 3-to-8 predecoder blocks
and with the transistor gates of the blocks. The factor 2 ofNatr,c accounts for
the fact that for each address bit there also the inverted bitmust be driven. For
each address bit undergoing a transition, all 8 gates of the 3-to-8 block undergo
a transition (4 are charged and 4 are discharged). The factor2 before the term
due to the wire capacitance accounts for the fact that the SRAM arrays are
assumed to be organized so that the predecoders are at the center of the array
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and the wires that connect them to the input driver are a quarter of the total
array length. The last stage spends power to drive the capacitance of the NOR
drains of the selected word line and the gates of the inverterat the input of
the wordline driver. Note that the power consumed by the wordline inverter is
accounted for in Eq.(7.5).

The power consumed in the tag path to select and retrieve the cache block tag
is also taken into account. The expressions for the tag path are similar to those
for the data path. In this case, the number of columns is the number of tag bits.
The tag array is organized in subarrays independent from thedata subarrays,
i.e. the tag path is characterized by three organizational parameters. The model
presented above does not include the power dissipated by comparators that
verify a tag / address match, nor data steering logic and cache control logic.
These components give a minimal (< 2%) contribution to the overall power
dissipation.

7.2.7 Energy-Related Metrics

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the texture cache architecture, we also
measure the energy-delay (E-D) product. This metric was proposed by Gon-
zales and Horowitz [33], who argue it is superior to the commonly used power
or energy metrics because it combines energy dissipation and performance.

To compute the delayD we assumed a clock frequency compatible with the
access times estimated by CACTI. The E-D product is given by:

ED = E · D = P · D2 = P · (Ncycles · Tclock)
2. (7.12)

Although the E-D metric presents important advantages, like the reduced de-
pendence from technology, clock speed and implementations, we also present
our measurements for energy consumption. As argued in [14],the energy con-
sumption is an important metric for battery-operated processors in portable
devices, because it determines their battery duration.

7.3 Experimental Evaluation

7.3.1 Tools and Benchmarks

In order to evaluate the efficiency of various cache sizes andorganizations, the
QuakeIII Arena game was used. This benchmark requires an OpenGL compli-
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ant library, for which we used Mesa. Since the source of the Mesa library is
freely available, we could instrument the code to generate address traces. We
used our own trace-driven cache simulator (called BOCS) to gather informa-
tion such as the number of cache accesses and transition counts. This infor-
mation was subsequently fed to CACTI, which produces power,energy and
energy-delay estimates. We did not use all GraalBench workloads because at
the time the research presented in this chapter was performed, GraalBench has
not been defined yet.

Details on Tools Settings

The QuakeIII Arena application was chosen due to its flexibility and a rich
set of features that allowed us to customize the benchmark toour needs. The
graphic options were set to “High Image Quality” (trilinearfiltering) and the
screen resolution was chosen as “640x480”. One of the features of QuakeIII
is to be able to run a prerecorded demo as a reference. The firstavailable
record (demo001) was used and we gathered statistics for allframes starting
from frame 40 (the first 40 frames are not relevant since they are introductory
frames).

The Mesa library was instrumented with new code so that each reference to
a 2D texture element was logged to a file. Write operations were not logged
since we are interested in read operations mostly and assumethat the num-
ber of writes is insignificant compared to the number of reads. Furthermore,
write operations are encountered at the initialization phase only. The address
trace file obtained from Mesa was simulated using BOCS for several cache
and block sizes. We only consider direct-mapped caches, because associa-
tivity increases the amount of data and control informationread out on each
cache access, and therefore associative caches consume more power [47]. The
assumptions we made for the cache simulator are that the wordsize is 32 bits
and that the miss penalty is12 + w cycles, wherew is the block size in words.

7.3.2 Experimental Results

At first, we used the Mipmap benchmark from the Mediabench suite [48] in-
stead of the QuakeIII Arena Demo. However, this benchmark showed anoma-
lous behavior, as is explained below.

Figure 7.4(a) depicts the miss rates for the texture mappingphase of the
Mipmap benchmark as a function of the cache size, for four different block
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Figure 7.4: Mipmap miss rates using point sampling.
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Figure 7.5: Mipmap miss rates using trilinear interpolation.
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sizes. Somewhat surprisingly, the miss rate increases withthe block size.
This effect became even more significant when we changed the sampling
method from point sampling to the more often used trilinear interpolation (Fig-
ure 7.5(a)). Although it can be expected that for small caches small block sizes
are better due to the small number of entries and the risk of cache conflicts, it
is really surprising that, for example, a 256-byte cache with a block size of 8
bytes exhibits a higher miss rate than a 128-byte cache with ablock size of 4
bytes, even though they have the same number of entries. Furthermore, as ex-
plained in the introduction, trilinear filtering should be able to take advantage
of spatial locality. We, therefore, studied the code of the Mipmap benchmark,
and discovered that there was not only a high degree of spatial locality, but
also a high degree of temporal locality because most of the texels from the tex-
ture were covering more than one pixel. So, the same texel wasreused for the
coverage of more than one pixel. Such a behavior is not realistic since it can
be encountered only when, for instance in a 3D game, we are very close to a
wall and we have a low resolution texture. Figures 7.4(b) and7.5(b) show the
miss rates after modifying the number of tiles applied on therespective surface.
They show that this indeed changes the cache behavior, and that the Mipmap
benchmark is not representative. We therefore used the QuakeIII Arena Demo
instead.

The results obtained were very similar across frames. We, therefore, present
only the results for one representative frame (Frame 520).

Table 7.2 depicts the power consumed by the texture cache when frame 520 is
processed as a function of the cache size and block size. As can be expected,
the smaller the cache and the block size, the lower the power consumption.
One interesting observation about this table is that doubling the block size does
not imply a similar increase in power consumption, althoughthere are twice as
many lines. This can be explained by the improved hit rate that compensates
for the increased power per reference, and by the spatial locality of references
(larger blocks imply fewer address line transitions).

Table 7.3 shows the energy (power times delay) consumption as a function
of the cache and block size. In this case the best results are not necessarily
obtained for the smallest cache and block sizes, since they incur a large de-
lay. It appears that the best results are achieved when the cache size is 128 or
256 bytes, and that the block size is less relevant. Althoughemploying larger
blocks improves the hit rate and reduces the number of address line transitions,
this appears to be almost neutralized by the increase in the number of bitline
and wordline transitions.
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The miss rate as a function of the cache and block size is depicted in Table 7.4.
It shows that the 128-byte cache is too small to be useful as a texture cache,
since it incurs miss rates in the order of 20-50%. However, a 256-byte texture
cache with a block size of 16 bytes already reduces the miss rate to less than
3.7%. We also observe that although the miss rate decreases when we increase
the block size, the improvements quickly become smaller.

However, the most important metric for our study is the energy-delay product,
which is shown in Table 7.5. As can be seen, the 256-byte cachewith a 16-
byte block size yields the best result. This was the case for most frames, but for
some frames characterized by intense geometry requirements, higher polygon
counts and higher overdraw, the 512-byte cache with a block size of 16 bytes
yielded the best result. To confirm this, Table 7.6 depicts the energy-delay
product for one of these frames.

For comparison reasons, we have also included the results for a conventional
cache size (16KB) in Table 7.7. It can be verified that a 16KB cache con-
sumes much more power and energy than a small texture cache, but of course,
it exhibits a lower miss rate. Overall, however, the small cache yields a much
smaller energy-delay product. For example, when processing frame 520, the
256-byte cache with a block size of 16 bytes improves the energy-delay prod-
uct by a factor of 2.1 compared to a 16KB cache with the same block size.

Cache Block Size (B)
Size (B) 4 8 16 32

128 11.16 13.47 13.67 13.45
256 39.02 45.87 46.39 48.90
512 49.72 59.23 61.94 59.15
1024 64.75 77.14 83.80 85.03

Table 7.2: Power for Frame 520 (mW).

In order to emphasize the efficiency of the 256-byte texture cache with a block
size of 16 bytes, we depict in Figure 7.6 the hit rate for each frame for 1340
consecutive frames. Although the hit rate varies between 59.37% and 98.72%,
the average is 92.88% which indicates that even such a small cache size is
suitable for implementation. Figure 7.7 depicts the total number of texture
accesses per frame and the number of corresponding hits so that the hit rate
variation can be related to scene complexity for each frame.As expected, the
hit rate usually drops when the scene becomes more complex.
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Figure 7.6: The hit rate for a 256-byte cache with a block sizeof 16 bytes.
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Figure 7.7: The total number of accesses and the hit rate for a256-byte cache
with a block size of 16 bytes.
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Cache Block Size (B)
Size (B) 4 8 16 32

128 7.34 7.11 6.74 7.39
256 7.08 7.11 6.85 7.54
512 7.71 8.02 8.03 7.96
1024 9.03 9.51 9.87 10.20

Table 7.3: Energy for Frame 520 (mJ).

Cache Block Size (B)
Size (B) 4 8 16 32

128 46.67 33.39 26.89 24.51
256 7.31 4.67 3.67 3.28
512 5.14 3.25 2.46 2.22
1024 3.84 2.33 1.66 1.49

Table 7.4: Miss Rate for Frame 520 (%).

Cache Block Size (B)
Size (B) 4 8 16 32

128 4.82 3.75 3.32 4.05
256 1.28 1.10 1.01 1.16
512 1.20 1.09 1.04 1.07
1024 1.26 1.17 1.16 1.23

Table 7.5: Energy*Delay for Frame 520 (mJ*s). For each cachesize, the block
size that achieves the best result is shown in bold.

Cache Block Size (B)
Size (B) 4 8 16 32

128 11.40 8.75 7.77 9.53
256 5.12 4.25 3.93 4.74
512 2.57 2.34 2.25 2.33
1024 2.50 2.39 2.44 2.66

Table 7.6: Energy*Delay for Frame 120 (mJ*s). For each cachesize, the block
size that achieves the best result is shown in bold.
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Block Size (B)
4 8 16 32

E*d 2.39 2.33 2.15 3.14
E 21.70 22.70 21.60 32.00
P 197.93 220.95 217.50 326.54

Miss Rate 1.39 0.75 0.43 0.27

Table 7.7: Results for a 16KB cache using Frame 520.

Overall, a 256-byte texture cache with a block size of 16 bytes yields the lowest
energy-delay product. If we assume that texel addresses are32 bits long and
that memory is byte-addressable, each tag is 24 bits since the byte offset is 4
bits and the number of sets 16 and, hence, 4 bits of index. Witha valid bit,
the total implementation cost of this cache is(1 + 24 + 128) × 16 = 2, 448
bits. A 16KB cache with a block size of 16 bytes, on the other hand, requires
(1 + 18 + 128)× 1024 = 147 Kbits. In other words, the total implementation
cost of the 256-byte cache is smaller than the 16KB cache by a factor of 61.5.
Furthermore, a 16KB cache would require a large part of the atmost 500K
gates available for graphics accelerators for mobile devices (see Section 1.1.3).

7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have proposed and evaluated using a small cache between
the graphics accelerator and the texture memory in portablegraphics devices.
Such devices cannot afford large caches due to restrictionssuch as gate count
limitations and the need for low power.

For most frames in the used benchmark a cache of 256 bytes and with a block
size of 16 bytes yields the best results w.r.t. the Energy-Delay metric, but for
some frames better results are obtained when a 512-byte cache with a block
size of 16 bytes is used. The performance penalty compared toa conventional
cache size of 16KB is approximately a factor of 1.5, and it remains to be eval-
uated if this is acceptable. We have also shown that a widely-used benchmark
exhibits anomalous behavior.

In the future we intend to evaluate the robustness of the texture cache archi-
tecture by conducting experiments using other scenes with different charac-
teristics, and also the influence of blocked texture representation and texture
compression on energy efficiency of small caches.





Chapter 8

Conclusions

I
n this dissertation we have investigated 3D graphics accelerators based on
the tile-based rendering paradigm. In essence, we have studied the advan-
tages of tile-based rendering over traditional rendering.In order to have

representative workloads for our study we have also developed a 3D graph-
ics benchmarking set suitable for low-power mobile devices. A significant
effort has been made to design efficient tile-based algorithms for tile-based
scene and state management. This chapter summarizes our investigations and
achievements as follows. In Section 8.1 we discuss the overall conclusions.
Section 8.2 presents our main contributions. In Section 8.3further research
directions are proposed.

8.1 Summary

The work presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows.

In Chapter 2 we have provided a brief survey of the 3D Graphicspipeline. The
application stage generates a high level description of a 3Dworld. The geom-
etry stage performs the transform and lighting computations. And finally, the
rasterizer stage transforms the rendering primitives (points, lines, and trian-
gles) into pixels. Out of the three stages, we have focused onthe rasterizer
stage since this stage is usually responsible for the majority of external data
traffic which represents one of the most important design factors for a low
power device.

In Chapter 3 we have shown that 3D benchmarks employed for desktop com-
puters are not suitable for mobile environments. Consequently, we have pre-
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sented GraalBench, a set of 3D graphics workloads representative for contem-
porary and emerging mobile devices. In addition, we have presented detailed
simulation results for a typical rasterization pipeline. The presented results
have shown that the proposed benchmarks use only a part of theresources
offered by current 3D graphics libraries. Finally, we have discussed the archi-
tectural implications of the obtained results for hardwareimplementations.

In Chapter 4 we have presented a comparison of the total amount of exter-
nal data traffic required by traditional and tile-based renderers. For tile-based
renderers, based on the total data traffic variation with respect to the on-chip
memory (tile size), a tile size of32×32 pixels has been found to yield the best
trade-off between the amount of on-chip memory and the amount of external
data traffic. While tile sizes such as64 × 64 pixels might reduce the external
data traffic, the number of gates required to implement such tiles on-chip can
easily exceed gates budgets for current low-power devices.For example, for
a 64 × 64 elements tile, where each element has 32 bits allocated for RGBA
color, 24 bits allocated for depth, and 8 bits for stencil, the number of bits re-
quired to implement the tile is 256Kbits. In a SRAM implementation (6 gates
per bit), this represents 1536k gates which exceeds the gatebudget mentioned
in Section 1.1.3.

We have also shown that tile-based rendering reduces the total amount of ex-
ternal traffic due to the considerable data traffic reductionbetween the acceler-
ator and the off-chip memory while maintaining an acceptable increase in data
traffic between the CPU and the renderer. Considering that external memory
accesses consume a significant amount of power, this indicates that tile-based
rendering might be a suitable technique for low-power embedded 3D graphics
implementations. We mention, however, that the reduction in bandwidth of
tile-based rendering when compared to traditional rendering depends signifi-
cantly on the workload used.

In Chapter 5 we have presented several algorithms for sorting the primitives
into bins and evaluated their computational complexity andmemory require-
ments. In addition, we have described and evaluated severaltests for deter-
mining if a triangle and a tile overlap. Experimental results obtained using
GraalBench show that various trade-offs can be made and that, usually, better
performance can be obtained by trading it for memory. This information al-
lows the designer to select the appropriate method depending on the amount
of memory available and the computational power.

In this chapter, a two stage model for triangle to tile repartition for tile-based
graphics accelerators has been presented. In addition, different algorithms to
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test the triangle to tile overlap have been described. The DIRECT algorithm,
which scans the entire scene buffer for each tile and sends the primitives that
overlap the current tile to the accelerator, is probably nota practical algorithm
because it has poor performance. However, the TWOSTEP algorithm, which
stores the bounding box of each triangle and therefore avoids recomputing it,
even though it also scans the entire scene buffer for each tile, has reasonable
performance while it does not require a large amount of additional memory.
If the computational performance is more important than additional memory
required, then the SORT algorithm, which for each tile adds pointers to the
primitives that overlap it, is more suitable.

In this chapter we have also shown that the efficiency of the bounding box
test can be improved significantly by adaptively varying theorder in which
the comparisons are performed depending on the position of the current tile.
Experimental results obtained using several 3D graphics workloads show that
the dynamic bounding box test reduces the average number of comparisons per
primitive by26% on average compared to the best performing static version in
which the order of the comparisons is fixed.

In Chapter 6 we have presented several state management algorithms for tile-
based renderers. While in traditional (non tile-based) rendering the state infor-
mation traffic can be negligible compared to the traffic generated by the prim-
itives, in tile-based rendering architectures, since the state information might
need to be duplicated in multiple streams, the required processing power and
generated traffic can increase significantly. Removing primitives from the in-
struction stream of a tile depends only on the primitive position and the tile co-
ordinate, but to remove a state change instruction from the instruction stream
of a tile, information about the previous or the following state change instruc-
tions and/or primitives is required. For instance, an instruction that enables
depth comparison, can be removed if there is an instruction that disables depth
comparison following it and there are no primitives betweenthem. Thus, in
order to send an optimal state change stream to the accelerator, i.e., use min-
imal bandwidth, additional processing power and more processor bandwidth
is required. By sending an optimal state change stream to theaccelerator, the
state change traffic to the accelerator was decreased by up to58% compared to
the state change traffic generated by directly sending the intial state.

In Chapter 7 we have proposed and evaluated using a small filter cache between
the graphics accelerator and the texture memory in portablegraphics devices.
Such devices cannot afford large caches due to restrictionssuch as gate count
limitations and the need for low power. For most frames in theused record
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a cache of 256 bytes and with a block size of 16 bytes yields thebest results
w.r.t. the Energy-Delay metric, but for some frames better results are obtained
when a 512-byte cache with a block size of 16 bytes is used. Theperformance
penalty compared to a conventional cache size of 16KB is approximately a
factor of 1.5, and it remains to be evaluated if this is acceptable. We have also
shown that a widely-used benchmark exhibits anomalous behavior.

8.2 Main Contributions

In this section we emphasize the main contributions of our research that is
described in this dissertation.

• We have presented GraalBench, a set of 3D graphics workloadsrepre-
sentative for contemporary and emerging mobile devices. Inaddition,
we have presented detailed simulation results for a typicalrasterization
pipeline. We have shown that the proposed benchmarks use only a part
of the resources offered by current 3D graphics libraries. We have also
provided evidence indicating that 3D benchmarks employed for desktop
computers are not suitable for mobile environments.

• We have proposed several algorithms for sorting the primitives into
bins and evaluated their computational complexity and memory require-
ments. In addition, we have described and evaluated severaltests for de-
termining if a triangle and a tile overlap. Based on the obtained results,
a designer can select the appropriate method depending on the amount
of memory available and the computational power.

• We have presented a dynamic bounding box test. We have shown that
the efficiency of the bounding box test can be improved significantly by
adaptively varying the order in which the comparisons are performed
depending on the position of the current tile. Experimentalresults ob-
tained using several 3D graphics workloads have show that the dynamic
bounding box test reduces the average number of comparisonsper prim-
itive by 26% on average compared to the best performing static version
in which the order of the comparisons is fixed.

• We have presented a “delayed execution” state management algorithm
for tile-based renderers. While in traditional (non tile-based) rendering
the state information traffic can be negligible compared to the traffic
generated by the primitives, in tile-based rendering architectures, since
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the state information might need being duplicated in multiple streams,
the required processing power and generated traffic can increase signifi-
cantly.

The “delayed execution” state management commits only the necessary
state changes to the accelerator, thus using a minimal amount of band-
width.

• We have proposed and evaluated using a small cache between the graph-
ics accelerator and the texture memory in portable graphicsdevices.
Such devices cannot afford large caches due to restrictionssuch as gate
count limitations and the need for low power. For most framesin the
used record a cache of 256 bytes and with a block size of 16 bytes yields
the best results w.r.t. the Energy-Delay metric, but for some frames bet-
ter results are obtained when a 512-byte cache with a block size of 16
bytes is used. We have also shown that a widely-used benchmark ex-
hibits anomalous behavior.

• We have presented a comparison of the total amount of external data
traffic required by traditional and tile-based renderers while previous
work has focused mainly on determining the overlap.

For tile-based renderers, we found that a tile size of32 × 32 pixels
yields the best trade-off between the amount of on-chip memory and
the amount of external data traffic.

Moreover, we have shown that the reduction in bandwidth of tile-based
rendering when compared to traditional rendering depends significantly
on the workload used. The tile-based rendering is most suitable for
workloads with a low overlap factor and high overdraw.

8.3 Future Directions

As a continuation of the research the following topics are suggested.

• The number of components for the GraalBench benchmark suiteshould
be extended to include OpenGL ES applications or the currentcompo-
nents can be translated to use the OpenGL ES interface. SinceOpenGL
ES is widely available on low-power 3D graphics platforms, this exten-
sions would provide a relevant workload for upcoming generations of
3D graphics mobile devices.
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• The texture cache investigation can be extended to by conducting exper-
iments using other scenes with different characteristics.

• The obtained results for tile based architecture data traffic can be ex-
tended by investigating the impact of using multitexturingfor tile-based
architectures. Furthermore, since the amount of texture traffic is signif-
icant for a tile-based renderer, the effect of using varioustexture com-
pression techniques can be investigated.

• Evaluation of non-tile-based low-power techniques (e.g.,[9]) using
GraalBench and comparison to tile-based.
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Samenvatting

I
n dit proefschrift behandelen we architecturen voor acceleratoren die
op laag vermogen hoge prestaties kunnen leveren voor 3D grafische
toepassingen. Het doel van deze acceleratoren is om de centrale pro-

cessor te ontlasten van zware grafische berekeningen. Ook draagt het ge-
bruik hiervan bij aan een efficiënter energie verbruik vergeleken met dezelfde
berekeningen op de centrale processor. Het meeste dataverkeer in de 3D grafis-
che pijplijn wordt normaal gesproken veroorzaakt door het rasteren. Doordat
veel operaties in dit onderdeel op pixels gebeurden, neemt ook de vereiste
rekenkracht snel toe. Om deze redenen concentreren we ons indit proefschrift
voornamelijk op het optimaliseren van dataverkeer en berekeningen in dit on-
derdeel van de grafische pijplijn. Een veelbelovende techniek om de hoeveel-
heid extern data verkeer in het raster onderdeel van de grafische pijplijn te
verminderen is renderen-per-tegel. Bij deze techniek wordt een scène in tegels
opgedeeld en worden de tegels één voor één verwerkt. Hierdoor is het mo-
gelijk om de kleur componenten en de Z-waarden van één tegel in een kleine
buffer op de chip, zodat alleen de pixel die in de uiteindelijke scène zichtbaar
zijn in de externe beeldbuffer opgeslagen hoeven te worden.Acceleratoren
voor renderen-per-tegel, daarentegen, vereisen een grotebuffer om de af te
beelden primitieven in op te slaan. Hoewel er reeds onderzoek is gedaan naar
renderen-per-tegel voor hoge-prestatie systemen, bespreken wij met name de
toepasbaarheid van deze techniek op apparatuur dat op laag vermogen werkt.
Om de verscheidene grafische architecturen die op laag vermogen werken te
evalueren, presenteren wij eerst GraalBench. Dit is een verzameling grafis-
che werklasten die representatief zijn voor hedendaagse enin opkomst zijnde
draagbare apparaten. Verder introduceren we een aantal algoritmes voor het
renderen-per-tegel, waarmee de scènes en de status kunnenworden geregeld.
Vervolgens analyseren we de prestaties van het renderen-per-tegel en vergeli-
jken dit met traditionele oplossingen. Ook onderzoeken we de invloed van de
tegelgrootte op de hoeveelheid dataverkeer dat door het raster onderdeel wordt
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geproduceerd. Vanwege de grote hoeveelheid lokaliteit in tijd en ruimte bij
de aanvragen van texturen, hebben we ook een aantal cache-structuren onder
de loep genomen om de hoeveelheid dataverkeer tussen het geheugen en de
grafische versneller nog verder te verminderen. De verkregen resultaten laten
zien dat het voorgestelde algoritme voor renderen-per-tegel bij het raster on-
derdeel van de 3D grafische pijplijn effectief de hoeveelheid dataverkeer en de
vereiste rekenkracht kan verminderen.
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